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LET US TAKE CARE OF YOUR TUNER PROBLEMS .

. .

PTS will repair any tuner-no matter how old or new. Fastest Service -8 hour-in and out the same day.
Overnight transit to one of our strategically located plants. Best Quality-you and your customers are satisfied.
PTS uses only ORIGINAL PARTS! No homemade or make -do, inferior merchandise (this is why we charge

VHF, UHF
UV -COMBO

IF-SUBCHASSIS

for major parts!). You get your tuner back in ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT condition.
PTS is recommended by more TV Manufacturers than any other tuner company and is overhauling more
tuners than all other tuner services combined.

$10.95
17.95
12.50

Major parts and shipping
charged at cost.
(Dealer net!)

PTS ELECTRONICS, INC.
BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA 47401
BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA 35222
PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85061
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We offer you finer, fast
C

Tel. 812-824-9331
Tel. 205-323-2657
Tel. 602-279-8718
Tel. 213-266-3728
Tel. 916-482-6220
Tel. 714-280-7070
Tel. 303-423-7080
Tel. 904-389-9952
Tel. 305-685-9811
Tel. 813-839-5521
Tel. 812-824-9331
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Tel. 214-753-4334
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INDEPENDENCE
Gutter Mount Antenna
Model 10-245

"Breaker

.

.

Breaker

.

."

Low -profile 21" stainless steel

Break -through with
BREAKER!
The New Freedom Line of CB Mobile ani Base Antennas
and Accessories made in the U.S.A. for communications be-

whip antenna with static arrestor and flex-matic shock
spring.

Fits practically any
vehicle rain gutter. No interference with door opening or

passenger

exit.

Heavy-duty

molded clamp bracket insulates and sLpports antenna.
Center loaded ABS load coil

for excellent transmission and

reception. 14' coaxial cable

with solderless connector and

SEE THEM ALL AT
C.E.S. BOOTH W101

-disconnect PL -259 plug.

tween people.
A wide selection of "revolutionary" new CB High Efficiency
communications antennas of superior strencth, electronically

Complete with corrosion resistant mounting hardware.

and physically, for all the talk power your CB rig will deliver
-coming and going in the 27 Megahertz frequency band.
Mobile Breaker antennas for cars, trucks, trailers, sports
cars, station wagors, motorcycles, boats. Ereaker base station antennas to communicate with mobiles and hand helds
... all designed specifically for the outstanding transmission
and reception of CB signals.
The high quality and materials of the Breaker CB antennas
and accessories assure you the maximum in performance for
many years and at reasonable cost. Performance -tested

PAUL REVERE
Roof Mount Antenna
Model 10-215
Special "power -plus" 42" base-

Breaker CB antennas offer you these advantages plus more:

THE PATRIOT

* Easily adjust for lowest VSWR
* Long -life stainless steel and fiberglass whips
* Highest quality coaxial cable with solderless connections
* Innovative engineering designs
* Packaged for quick, easy installation to get you on the air
fast, complete with cables and hardware

Omni-directlo nal

loaced roof mount with long -

1/4 -Wave Base Antenna
Model 11-101
High in quality, performance and efficiency,
low in cost. Has three
108" quarter wave tubu-

life stainless steel whip, rugged
stainless steel shock spring
and high -quality 16 -ft. shielded
coat cable and solderless con-

nec ions for fast "on -the -air"
installation. Named after the
famed communicator and hero
of revolutionary era.

ar aluminum radials

All Breaker antennas are American made in Arlington,

Dlus a quarter -Nave raiiator (vertical element).
Heavy-duty U -c amp fits

Texas. In keeping with the tradition of the B -Centennial they
are proudly named after our revolutionary heroes and places.
Red, white and blue are also the colors of Breaker. Chosen
because we too are very proud of our heritage and contribu-

mast up to 15/8" diamBuilt-in lightning
Drotector. SO -239 style
connector mount. Mates
Nith PL -259 plug. Shunt
oaded coil. Heavy duty
nsulated molded clamp
bracket. Easy to assemDIe and dis-assemble.
3ter.

tion to making exciting products for use by people communicating with people. See and buy the Freedom line of

Breaker antennas and accessories at your nearest electronic
distributor. Look for the red, white and blue packaging.

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG.

=fixed construction.

GEORGE WASHINGTON
West Coast Mirror Mount
Dual Truck, RV Antennas
Model 10-200

THE MINUTEMAN
Trunk Mount Antenna Model 10-230

Weather resistant dual 57"
stainless steel whip antennas wi h static arrestor tips.
Secure horizontal or vertical mounting to West Coast

Sturdy, durable, nc-hole

Twin

antennas

tenna with stainless shock absorbing
spring, chrcme plated brass bell housing, 18 -foot shielded coaxial cable and
solderless connections.

co-

phasec for more directional
power and easily adjustable
for fine tuning. Hermetical-

ly sea ed, white oversized
ABS tenter load. Dual 18'
low -loss coaxial phasing
harnesses with solderless
connectors and quick disconnect PL -259 plugs. Com-

I

steel whip, base loaded ow -profile an-

side view truck type mirrors.

required

trunk of vehicle. SJper 44" stainlest

\pi

plete with corrosion resistant mounting hardware.

"Just say it with Breaker!"

for mote details circle 107 on Reader Service Card
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A low distortion amplifier and uniquely designed
tuned -port speakers all precisely matched to give this new
Allegro(' system incredibly clear, rich, natural sound.

-

You're ooking at the finest
stereo system Zenith has
ever Ix -aught you. And one
remarl.able part of it is a
unique stereo receiver.
The Wedge.

Its amplifier puts out 12
watts cf power per channel
(min. RMS) into 8 ohms, yet
total harmonic distortion is
held to a low 0.5% or less
(Power bandwidth: 40 to
15,000 Hz).
Zeni:h's Allegro speakers,
with a uniquely designed
tuned -port, free much of the
deep, rich bass that many
other speakers trap inside.

And they do it so efficiently
that other systems
with comparable
size air -suspension
speakers need
amplifiers with
Tuned port twice the power to
match Allegro's overall sound
performance.
This system gives you the
kind of sound you used to
find only in expensive
component set ups. Pure
and full.
You'll hear highs you may
never have heard before in
modular stereo. Silences so
clean, you'd probably not even

know the system was on.
But more than that, The
Wedge combines clear, rich
sound with a complete array
of built-in features.
There's an 8 -track tape
unit that plays and records in
stereo. Zenith's precision
Micro -Touch tone arm to
protect records. FM muting,
to silence background noise
between stations.
A sensitive Hi filter that lets
you switch off high -frequency
hiss. Plus a large, precise
tuning meter for more
accurate station selection.
Choose from a whole line of
Zenith Allegro stereo and
4 -channel sound systems,
with performance and features
tailored to suit your ears.
And your budget.

The quality goes in
before the name goes on.'

Model GR596W. Simulated wood
with richly -grained walnut finish.

Zenith introduces

Wedge.

NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY
Zenith And BRH Disagree About Effect Of Hold -Down
Capacitor Failure In Zenith Color TV

The length of time that about 1.4 million Zenith solid-state color TV receivers continue
to operate after failure of a four -lead, high -voltage hold-down capacitor is the basis of a
conflict presently boiling between Zenith and the Bureau of Radiological Health (BRH).
If the BRH wins the argument and decides that corrective modification is required on
all Zenith receivers equipped with the special hold-down capacitor, it will be the biggest
recall ever of a major consumer electronic product. (Reportedly, almost all of Zenith's
solid-state color TV receivers produced between January of 1974 and the Spring of 1975
are involved.)
Failure of the special hold-down capacitor which replaced several separate capacitors
used in previous designs of Zenith color TV chassis, and which ironically is intended as a
radiation -prevention device, reportedly allows the high voltage to increase to a level

which causes X-radiation in excess of the legal limit of 0.5 millihoentgens per hour
(mR/h).

Early in August, prior to the BRH's involvement, Zenith recognized the "quality

problem" with the hold-down capacitor and authorized its 1500 service centers to make
no -charge repairs of any defects resulting from the capacitor failure or replace the
capacitor on a no -charge basis when any of the affected chassis are being serviced for any
other reason.
Late in August, the BRH reportedly learned from an independent electronic technician

that after failure of the hold-down capacitor the chassis continued to produce high
voltage, and at an excessive level. The BRH then conducted its own tests and reportedly
found that during a "normal failure" the chassis produced slightly excessive X-radiation

for a "short time," but "under lab conditions" it can be made to operate and produce
"slightly excessive" X-radiation for up to 24 hours.
Zenith disagrees with the BRH's test results and says that its own tests reveal that
failure of the hold-down capacitor disables the receiver after a "very brief period" so that
no picture is produced.
Zenith estimates that only about 2.5 percent (or about 40,000) of the involved chassis
will ever experience hold-down capacitor failure and that to date less than 1 percent have
experienced such failure.
CB Boom Causes Increase In TV and Audio Interference

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) reports that the number of complaints about interference with TV and audio reception in the year ended in June
increased 6,600 over the level of the previous year and that a higher percentage of the
complaints were traced to CB.
Of the 45,000 TV/audio interference complaints received by the FCC in the current
year, 69 percent were caused by CB, compared to only 46 percent of the 38,400 complaints

received during the previous year.
TV/Appliance Dealers Realized 2.2% Profit Margin In 1974 Says NARDA

A cost -of -doing business survey conducted on an annual basis by the National
Appliance & Radio -Electronic Dealers Association, a division of NARDA Inc., reveals
that the average profit margin of television/appliance dealers in 1974 was 2.2 percent of
sales, a decline of .5 percent from the 2.7 percent they realized in 1973.

The survey also reveals that during the same period television/appliance dealers'
operating expenses increased from 25.7 percent of sales in 1973 to 26 percent in 1974,
while gross margins for both years remained at 28 percent.
Magnavox Quits Home Security/Fire Alarm Business

File Magnavox Company has announced that i t is getting out of the home security and
fire alarm business.
Magnavox's entire inventory of home security alarm systems and smoke detection
products have been sold to GBC Closed Circuit TV Corporation, New York.
The inventory, with a reported retail value of $1.25 million, is being sold by GBC at
prices 70 percent below Magnavox's original suggested list prices.

Admiral To Return To 90 -Day Color TV Labor Warranty Next Year

Admiral, one of the few major color TV manufacturers to stay with a one-year color TV

labor warranty this year, will switch back to a 90 -day labor policy next year.
According to a recent report in Television Digest, Admiral will stay with the one-year
continued on page 6
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GTE Sylvania, Electronic Components Group, 100 First Avenue, Waltham, MA. 02154

Introducing

all/set only a
TV technician
could love.
Ultra -portable CK3000 Test Jig.
Under 25 lbs.-easy to tote from job to iob
The handle's not iust for show!
30kV and more. A must for today's
Ready to use. Fully pre -tested.
sets. Anode meter's big 50pA
A complete unit including 13V in -line
movement makes it easy to monitor
slotted -mask CRT with x-ray
voltages to 35kV-more than in any
inhibiting glass.
TV set you'll meet.
-3101111.1.14KAccessories included:
Patented yoke
Two 70° adapters; two
programmers let you
90° extensions; six
match CK3000's yoke
yoke -programmer
to six different
plugs; audio leads;
deflection outputs.
four convergence
Three for tube and
ballast plugs; Set -Up
hybrid, two for
and Instruction
transistor sweep, one
Manuals.
for SCR sweep.

The big book. CK3000
Set -Up Manual lists
over 7000 models, 49
brands. And we're
constantly updating
it. Just mail the
registration card.

Dual focus connections. Built-in alternate
focus supply for
testing both 4.5kV
and the new Black Matrix 7.1kV.

Adapters. You can
buy kits for the seven
most popular brands
and discrete adapters for
42 more. Many old adapters

can be used, too-don't throw
them away!

See the CK3000 Test Jig at your Sylvania distributor's now!

enj SYLVANIA
DECEMBER 1975, ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER /
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continued from page 4
color TV labor warranty until the end of this year and then sometime in the new year will

switch back to a 90 -day labor policy which will be supplemented with an optional
9 -month warranty labor extension retailing for about $40.
The Television Digest report also contained statements by the president of Admiral,
Charles J. Urban, who alluded to "dramatic developments in the wings" at Admiraldevelopments which will be introduced by Admiral in the coming year. One of these,
which Urban describes as "a patentable feature developed in Anaheim (Calif.) and
England," will be introduced next May along with four new Admiral color TV chassis.
New York CATV Operator Offers Subscribers TV Service Contract

Cablevision, a CATV operation which serves the New York communities of Babylon,
Hempstead, North Hempstead and Oyster Bay, is presently offering its subscribers a TV
service contract for a monthly fee of $6.00 for the first set and $4.00 for additional sets.
The Cablevision TV service contract covers all parts and labor on any TV receiver less
than seven years old, including repair or replacement of the picture tube, plus the loan of
a 17 -inch color TV.

Repairs under the Cablevision service contract will be performed by Broadway
Maintenance Corporation, which, according to a Cablevision letter to subscribers, per-

forms servicing on the cablevision CATV system itself and is "the world's largest
electronics maintenance firm."

EIA-Sponsored Winter Consumer Electronics Show In Chicago
January 7-9; Summer CES June 13 In Chicago

The Fourth Annual Winter Consumer Electronics Show (WCES) will be held January
7-9 at the Conrad Hilton Hotel in Chicago.
The three-day WCES, sponsored and produced by the Consumer Electronics Group of
the Electronic Industries Association (EIA), is open to all consumer electronic retailers
and will feature displays and programs for merchandising of the industry's 1976 television, radio, phone, audio compact and component systems, video systems, tape, CB and
allied product lines.
The dates for the WCES bridge the dates on which the International Home Furnishings Market (IHFM) and the National Housewares Exposition (NHE) shows will be held
in Chicago.111

Add a trace to any
scope for only $108:
RCA's new WM-541A Dual -Tracer
the sensible way to update your equipment
and servicing technique.
.

.

.

Think of all the ways you could use a multi -trace scope and you'll
see why the RCA Dual -Tracer is so popular. Use it to compare
gain, frequency, response, distortion, phase shift, time delay and
more. It's great for TV, stereo and digital equipment servicing.
Here are some of the reasons why:
The WM-541A features: Useable DC to 10 MHz. Two 6 -step
compensated attenuators (1, 2, 5, ratio) 1 Megohm input. Choice
of continuously variable "alternate" or "chopped" switching rate.
10 mV to 50 V direct input, 500 V with 10X probe. AC or DC

coupling and vertical position controls for each channel.
Separate, variable sync -level control with polarity reversing
switch.
To buy the new Dual -Tracer WM-541A, contact any one of the

more than 1,000 RCA Distributors worldwide. Or contact, RCA
Distributor and Special Products Division, Bldg. 206-2, Cherry
Hill Offices, Camden, N.J. 08101 (Phone 609 779-5715).

RCA

Video waveforms can be checked quickly
and precisely with the RCA Dual -Tracer.
Top: Composite video waveform.
Bottom: Color burst keying pulse.
Sweep: TV/H.

Electronic
Instruments

*Suggested price
...tor more details circle 124 on Reader Service Card
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TECHNICAL
LITERATURE

text also includes different methods of
combining a number of duplex or repeater and/or simplex systems on the

A 30 -page catalog No. CP-2,
Winegard Television Reception Products, is now available. Products listed
include antennas, amplifiers, antenna
preamplifiers, band separators, boost-

plication experience-to select the

GENERAL ELECTRONICS CATALOG

quirement. Decibel Products, Inc. P.O.
Box 47128 Dallas, TX. 75247.

catalog is now available. Listed are
tools, audio accessories, tubes, tran-

ADHESIVES

sistors, test equipment, service chemicals, books, soldering supplies, B/W
and color TV picture tubes and many

proper combiner for this specific re-

A new full color folder No. 775, de-

er couplers, cablemate, connectors,

scribing the expanded line of In-

couplers, interference rejection filters,

stant -Weld Adhesive formulas is pub-

matching transformers, outlets, line
splitters, traps, tools and wire. Price
$.50. Winegard Television Systems,
Winegard Co., Burlington, IA. 52601.
RECTIFIERS

A 4 -page brochure which explains
how to eliminate power rectifier replacement delays and reduce inven-

International Rectifier basic part

numbers with JEDEC and other man-

ufacturer numbers. The cross reference chart permits a rectifier user to
assess quickly the suitability and potential value of the "Basic 16" pro-

A 48 -page general electronics

more. Cornell Electronics Co., 4217

University Ave. San Diego, CA.
92105.

lished. The literature describes five
different types of the Alpha Cyanoacrylate Adhesives giving full details on

TOOL CATALOG

uses, setting time, viscosity, etc. It

A 112 -page catalog describing over

recommended types for a great variety

Precision Mechanics" is of particular
interest to electronic technicians, engineers and scientists. Section headings include Screwdrivers, Wrenches,

also contains a Formula Selector 2,500 individual items is offered.
Guide graphically illustrating the "Tools for Electronic Assembly and
of both similar and dissimilar materials. Oneida Electronic Mfg., Inc. P.O.
Box 678, Meadville PA. 16335.

tory stock is now available. The

brochure lists the 16 basic rectifiers
with general specifications and provides an extensive alpha -numeric
cross reference chart correlating the

VOM Selection Chart. Triplett Corp.,
Bluffton, OH. 45817.

same antenna. This booklet can be
most helpful to those with limited ap-

TV RECEPTION PRODUCTS

sories, Sales & Service Reps, and a

TEST EQUIPMENT

Pliers, Tweezers, Files, Scissors,
Knives, Microtools, Relay Tools,

Power Tools, Metalworking Tools,
Wire Strippers, Wire Wrappers, Solscribing test equipment is now availa- dering Equipment, Books, Lighting
ble. Listed are General Multi -Purpose and Optical Equipment, Work HolVOMs, Special Feature VOMs, FET ders, Test Equipment, Engineering
VOMs, Laboratory Accuracy VOMs, and Drafting Supplies, Metric Tools
Sound Level Instruments, G/P Porta- and Electronic Chemicals. In addition,
continued on page 29
bles, Temperature Tester, AccesA new 16 -page catalog No. 61-T, de-

gram to his requirement. Sales Dept.,

International Rectifier, 233 Kansas
St., El Segundo, CA. 90245.
POWER TRANSISTOR MANUAL

A 112 -page manual on the design
and application of power transistors is
now available. RCA Power Transistors for Amplification, Switching, and
Control (Technical Series PM -82) is

intended to provide a basic under-

standing of the design and application

of high-speed, high -voltage, and
high -current power transistors. It
covers the design and fabrication,
safe -operating area, thermal fatigue,

and operation and requirements of
such transistors in typical circuits
that illustrate amplification, switch-

ing and control applications. Selection
charts are included to facilitate choice
of the optimum type of power transistor for a variety of military, industrial,
or commercial applications. Copies of

this manual are available at $2.00

ISOTIP®

QUICK
CHARGE

Recharges in 1/3rd the time
of any other cordless iron.
Complete line of accessories available:
No. 7566

No. 7577

No. 7535
Regular Tip

No. 7574
Concave Tip

No. 7546
Heavy Duty Tip

No. 7569

Micro Soldering Tip

each. RCA Solid State Division, Box
3200, Somerville, NJ. 08876.

No. 7596

DIPLEXER FAMILIARIZATION

No. 7545
Fine Tip

Knife Tip

Chisel Tip

No. 7556
Tuner
Extension Tip

"V" Tip

No. 7573

Tinning Tip

`mod 9
BOOKLET

A 20 -page booklet, the newest in its

series entitled "About Combiners" is

now available. Various types of
combiners-both transmitter and
receiver-are described in detail. The

No. 7572

Blunt Tip

WAHL CLIPPER CORPORATION
ORIGINATORS OF PRACTICAL CORDLESS SOLDERING

Sterling, Illinois 61081 (815) 625-6525
"Manufacturing Excellence Since 1919"
...tor more details circle 131 on Reader Service Card
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Reappraising The
Legal Structure
Of Your Business
By Edward L. Anthony & A. Barr Comstock*

Single proprietorship, general
partnership, limited partnership
or corporation?
A growing number of sonal income, and makes
owners of electronic service and electronic retail

the owner personally liable for debts and taxes.
businesses are taking a
Partnership, which is

the expense of getting

counsel. Great care
should be taken to make

just the amount which
they invested. But you
the right decision the must designate at least
first time. Among other one general partner in
things, it is worthwhile addition to the limited
for the "top executive" to

partners. And all limited

highlights of six main

tually invested in the

be familiar with the partners must have acpoints on legal structure
in addition to tax consid-

erations: 1) Costs and
procedures in starting;
2) size of risk-that is,

more people to start and

prietors are wondering if
they would be better off

flexibility of objective,
has partners taxed sepa-

Many individual pro- terminate, has the same

partnership. According
to the Uniform Limited
Partnership Act, those

investments may be

either cash or tangible
property, but not services. Lastly, you must
conform strictly to the
ness; 4) adaptability of laws of the particular
administration; 5) influ- State in which you orences of applicable laws; ganize; otherwise your
amount of investors' liability for debts and taxes;
3) continuity of the busi-

and 6) attraction of addi-

new look at the legal the simplest for two or tional capital.

structure of their firms.

tract permits you to limit

advice and guidance the liability of one or
from competent legal more of the partners to

Costs and Procedures
in Starting

business will be considered as a general
partnership.
Corporations are more

Single proprietorships

complicated to form than
any of the other types of

are the easiest to get organization. You can
cept limited partners started. The costs of for- create one only by followlike more information, personally liable for mation are low. Basi- ing strictly the legal pro-

with a different set up.

They aren't sure. They'd

rately, and makes all ex-

but haven't time to do research. And before con-

debts and taxes.

cally all you have to do is

cedures of the particular

as a basis for discussion.
One man put it this way:

continuous and separate pay a State tax or license
legal life, has its scope of fee.

ganize and become officials in the new corporation. Next they must file

sulting a lawyer on the
matter they want some
background knowledge

"Without boning up on
partnerships and corporations, I wouldn't even
know what questions to
ask."
The purpose of this ar-

ticle is to meet the need
for a brief, general picture of what the different
legal structures involve.
THREE MAIN CHOICES

Broadly speaking,
there are three principal
kinds of businesses:

Proprietorship,

which is the easiest to
begin and end (sometimes prematurely), can

find out whether you State in which the corpois the most formal of need a license to carry on ration is being set up.
structures, operates your particular business, First, certain responsible
under State laws, has and whether you have to people are needed to orCorporation, which

activity and name restricted by a charter, has

General partnerships

are also started quite with the designated

the business' profits simply. You can set one State official a special

taxed separately from up by having the princi- document called the "arearnings of executives pals in the business sign ticles of incorporation."

and owners, and makes
only the company (not
the owners nor managers) liable for its debts

and taxes.
(There are other types

of legal structures such
as syndicates, joint stock

companies, Massachusetts trusts, and pools.
However, these are
specialized and rare. For

what is called a partnership agreement. A written document, however,
is not necessarily a pre-

requisite, since an oral
agreement can be

tax and certain filing
fees. And finally, in order

to do the business for
which the corporation
was formed, various offi-

cial meetings must be
conducted to deal with
even be implied by ac- specified details of ortions which the manag- ganization and operaequally effective. Moreover, a partnership may

ers of an unincorporated business have

that reason they are taken-even though no

agreement of any kind,
have the most flexible
oral or written, exists.
purpose for its operaLimited partnerships
SIX POINTS TO CHECK
tions, needs no governare somewhat more difment approval, has busiIn analyzing your own ficult to set up. To form
ness profits taxed as per- situation, it pays to go to one, you file, with the
*Mr. Anthony is a former chief of the Publications Division proper State official, a
of the Small Business Administration, and Mr. Comstock written contract drawn
eliminated from this discussion.)

They must pay an initial

tion.
The Size of the Risk

The degree to which
investors in your enterprise risk legal liability
for the debts of the business is a cardinal consid-

eration. Regardless of

legal structure, creditors
are always entitled to be
formerly was Special Assistant to the Attorney General of according to certain legal paid out of business asthe United States.
requirements. This con- sets before any equity
8 / ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER. DECEMBER 1975

capital may be with- though single proprietor-

drawn. In cases where ships have no time limit
those assets are insuffi-

on them by law, they are

cient, the extent to which
owners can be compelled
to meet creditors' claims
out of their own pockets

not fundamentally per-

varies with the type of

organization.

A single proprietor is
personally liable for all
debts of his business-to
the extent of his entire
property. He cannot restrict his liability in any
way.

limited partners are protected; they risk only the

loss of the capital they
have invested. But the

general partners in a
limited partnership are
liable jointly and sever-

ally for all debts, just like

any other general part-

ner. And remember,
there must be at least
one general partner in
any limited partnership.

Corporations have a

real advantage, as far as

risk goes, over other
legal structures. Cred-

itors can force payment
on their claims only to

the limit of the com-

pany's assets. Thus,
while a shareholder may

lose the money he put
into the company, he
cannot be forced to contribute additional funds
out of his own pocket to

meet business debts.

This is true even though
the corporate assets may

be insufficient to meet
creditors' claims.
Continuity of the Concern

In choosing the legal
structure for your busi-

control have little or no
direct financial interest.

small, closely held corpo-

advantage over partner-

owner can and often does

partnerships each part-

enterprise. In many Corporations have an

petual. Illness of the rations, the former sole ships in this way: In

owner may derange the
business, and his death
ends it. Partnerships are
perishable in the same
general sense-since
they are terminated by
the death or withdrawal
of any one of the
partners.
Corporations have the

most permanent legal

Likewise, each mem- structure of all. They
ber of a general partner- have a separate continuship is, himself, fully re- ous life of their own. The
sponsible for all debts withdrawal, insolvency,
owed by his partner- injury, illness, or death
ship-irrespective of the of a person officially conamount of his own in- cerned in a corporation
vestment in the busi- does not mean its finish.
ness. In a limited part- Moreover, the certifi-

nership, however, the

business does not necessarily lose control of the

retain control by the ner can act as general

ownership of a majority agent for the business;
of the stock in the newly but in corporations, the
formed corporation.)
stockholders cannot bind
In general partner- the firm by their acts just
ships, each partner typi- because they have incally has an equal role in vested capital in it.
administration, with the
various operating func- Influences of

tions divided among
them. The combined

Applicable Laws

Single proprietorship

abilities and knowledge
of several "executives"
gives the partnership an
advantage over the

is the oldest and most

But the division of func-

laws regulating its legal

or knowledge of one per-

tity (as a corporation
does) provide in all

single proprietorship.

widespread legal structure of business. As a result, little doubt remains

as to the influences of

rights and obligations.
among the several part- Likewise the relationcates of stock, which rep- ners may lead to funda- ships are clear between a
resent investments and mental policy disagree- sole owner, his agents,
ownership in the busi- ments. When you com- his creditors, and others
ness, may be transferred pare them with corpora- with whom he deals in
from one person to tions, partnerships have business. For example, a
another without ham- the following adminis- private citizen working
pering the concern's op- trative features: Deci- in Iowa can carry on
erations.
sions may be taken and business in Kansas withchanges adopted simply out paying any greater
Adaptability of
by oral agreement taxes or incurring any
Administration
among the partners. In more obligations in KanIn the single prop- limited partnerships, the sas than local Kansas
rietorship, policy and op- limited partners may not businessmen have.
Broadly speaking, this
erations rest, of course, engage in management
in one individual. This functions; if they do, they same situation is also
situation can be both may be held fully liable true for apartnership. Of
good and bad. On the one as general partners. course, a State may rehand, concentration of They are, however, enti- quire the purchase of a
management in one in- tled to inspect the books license to carry on a pardividual avoids the prob- and obtain full and com- ticular kind of business.
lems of opposing factions plete information re- But the license will be
equally available to
and divided respon- garding the business.
In corporations, the businessmen of any
sibilities. The fact that
the "chief executive" is in stockholders do not State so long as they confull charge, and is in necessarily participate form to prescribed unicomplete control of prof- either in operations or in form standards. (This
its, can be an incentive to policy formulation, but equality of opportunity
careful management. On they may. Often, how- derives from the United
the other hand, many a ever, those functions are States Constitution,
man is not competent to centralized in a rela- which guarantees to citihandle all management tively small group of zens of each State "all
jobs himself. To be sure, "executives" who own privileges and iman owner can, and often only a small percentage munities" provided to
does, employ assistants of the shares. Although citizens of the other
to whom he assigns vari- corporations can get States.) Thus, the legal
ous details. But he still away from the shortcom- structures which do not
reaps the rewards or the ings of the limited ability involve any artificial en-

ness, you should also un- penalties of what they
derstand clearly how it do. (It is also worth notinfluences the continuity ing that after incorporatof the business. Al- ing, the owner of a small

tional

responsibility

son, they do run some
risk of inefficient management where those in

States a freedom of action which corporations
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RDHN®

TOWERS
LAST
LONGER
Guaranteed

against Rust
because they
are the only
Tower Hot Dip

Galvanized

after fabrication and

Available

Nationall

cannot match.
Corporations owe their

ey for the business.

State is required to recognize them. To be sure,
all States do permit out of -State corporations to

chasing on credit, and by

In single proprietorlegal life solely to the ships, the owner may
States in which they are raise additional money
organized. No other by borrowing, by pur-

DIVISION OF

(C/NA
RCL)10
/110USIA/fS

P.O. BOX 2000 / PEORIA, ILL 61601

"Supplying tower needs worldwide
for over 25 years."
...tor more details circle 126 on Reader Service Cara
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additional

amounts himself. Since
he is personally liable for

function inside their all the debts of his busi-

boundaries. Neverthe- ness, banks and suppliless, out -of -State corpo-

ers will look carefully at

comply with special in State obligations such as

Consequently, the funds
he can get will always be
limited by his own finan-

rations must always his personal wealth.
1) filing certain legal

papers with the proper cial circumstances. For
State officials; 2) ap- this reason alone, a busipointment of a representative in the State to act
as agent in serving process on the "foreign" cor-

ness requiring large

ment of specified fees and
taxes.

proprietorship.
Partnerships can often

amounts of capital for
successful operation
probably should not be

poration; and 3) pay- organized as a single
Also, corporations are raise funds with greater
regulated by numerous ease, since the resources
State laws which vary of all partners are comconsiderably. Even when bined in a single underthe language is similar, taking. Like single prothese laws can be, and prietors, partners must
have been, interpreted accept full personal liadifferently in different bility for business debts;
places. Therefore, in for this reason, a
running a corporation ef- partnership may be able
fectively, competent to borrow on better terms
legal counsel is virtually than some corporations.
indispensable. The nor- In addition, outsiders
mal course of business, may be willing to extend
for example, can easily credit because of the seinvolve statutes and curity deriving from the
court decisions of a State individual partners' full
other than the one where

liability.

limited liability of stock-

They may, for example,

every State.

by borrowing money by

the corporation was
Corporations are usufounded. Nevertheless, ally in the best position
the essential feature of of all to attract capital.
holders is preserved in acquire additional funds
Attraction of Additional
Capital

Every business might
require additional funds

RDHN®
MANUFACTURING

investing

pledging corporate as-

sets. Also, they may sell

securities to the public
and attract a wide range

of investors. A share-

from time to time to holder's investment in a
carry on operations. And

corporation will not sub-

might well be headed for

of his holdings. In addition, as a part owner, he
has the prospect of shar-

if it can't obtain ject him to any financial
adequate capital, it risk beyond the amount
failure. It is important,

therefore, in deciding

upon the legal structure ing directly, through divof your business to take idends and rising value
into account the means of securities, in any proffor attracting new mon- its the business makes.M

How to WI a SuperVOM from just
the everyday gardenavariety Brand X.
ONLY THE SUPER-VOM (Triplett's New 60) HAS ALL THESE FEATURES:
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only $90
Nobody else offers these features in a VOM at any price. So for only $90, the Model 60 is
the safest, most versatile, most honestly priced quality VOM you can buy. And, for just $10
more, you can have the Model 60-A that has 11/2% DC accuracy, plus a mirrored scale.

That's the kind of Triplett one-upmanship appreciated the world over by value con-

scious users in industrial production and maintenance. TV - Radio - Hi-Fi shops, vocational

training and hobbyists, airconditioning, appliance anc automotive service, R & D, and
application engineering . .. anyone who wants to be more productive with the latest in
VOM technology.

Drop in on your nearest Triplett distributor or Mod Center and drop the new Model 60.
Ask for a no -obligation demonstration of every feature. Compare it with any other VOM.
You'll know why Triplett Models 60 and 60-A eliminate over 90% of the costly repairs from
VOM misuses. Cultivate a profitable habit for selecting Triplett design -firsts.

THE MAROC OF

1ff TRIPLETT
QUALIFY

-A-47ye

easy
Triplett. The
easy readers
_for more details elm
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BLUFFTON, OHIO 45817

PROFITABLY SPEAKING
stated that the color TV failure
rate during the one-year labor

Justified or not, seven top
executives and department man-

warranty program averaged out to
about .5 service call per set for the

agers of the Consumer Electronics
division of RCA recently took a lot

12 -month warranty period, producing an average warranty cost

of heat from independent electronic servicers as a result of the
policies and practices of the RCA

of between $12 and $15 per set. He
also pointed out that about 50 per-

Service Company-a separate,

cent of the set failures during the

autonomous division of RCA over

which the RCA Consumer Electronics division ostensibly has no
direct control.
The date of the RCA Consumer

one-year warranty period oc-

curred within the first three
With J.W. Phipps, Editor, ETD

Electronics "roasting" was Oc-

tober 21; the site was the spacious contended that the Service Comauditorium of RCA Consumer pany's warranty labor extension is
Electronics headquarters in In- illegal because it is being sold "at a
dianapolis; and the occasion was loss to stifle competition." Other
an open panel discussion among servicers contended that the RCA
the seven RCA Consumer Elec- Consumer Electronics division is
tronics executives and managers supplying the RCA Service Comand some fifty independent ser- pany with the names and addressvicers from around the country es of purchasers of new RCA color
who, along with electronic associ- TV receivers.

After listening attentatively to
ation representatives and members of the trade press, had been the servicers' opening barrage,
invited by RCA Consumer Elec- head "roastees" Jack K. Sauter,
tronics to a three-day product - Vice President, Marketing, RCA
familiarization / dialogue / plant - Consumer Electronics, and Arnold T. Valencia, Director, Martour session.

00

months after purchase and, consequently, if you apply this cost)

failure experience to the new
90 -day labor warranty period, you

come up with a nine -month warranty labor extension cost of be-

tween about $6 and $8, plus the
cost of set-up/customer education
call.

After sitting silently through
much of the blast directed at the
Consumer Electronics division by
the fired -up servicers, RCA Service Company vice president Martin Barnabik, who also was an in-

vited guest, decided that it was
time to don his asbestos suit and
take some of the heat that right-

fully belonged to his division, if it
The cause of the "roasting" was keting Programs, RCA Consumer belonged to anyone.
Barnabik told the servicers that
the $19.95 nine -month color TV Electronics, patiently explained
labor warranty extension which that, because the Service Com- they were "suffering under a lot of
RCA Service Company is pres- pany and the Consumer Elec- misconceptions" and that his diviently offering to retailers who tronics divisions are operated au- sion does have to show a profit. He
agree to offer the warranty labor tonomously, neither division has explained that the $19.95 nine extension on all RCA color TV re- any direct control over the other's month warranty labor extension
ceivers they sell. The retailers, in operating policies and practices. was developed not as a loss -leader
turn, either can include their cost Both also emphatically denied but, instead, to meet the request of
of the nine -month warranty labor that the Consumer Electronics di- RCA retailers who felt they
extension in the retail price of the vision is supplying the Service needed a full one-year labor warsets they sell or they can sell it Company with names and ad- ranty. Asserted Barnabik, "We're
not promoting it or advertising it.
separately at a suggested retail dresses of new -set purchasers.
We don't want it and we don't have
The
servicers
responded
by
price of $39.95.
Those retailers who choose not pointing out that the practices and many dealers on it. We've had few
to commit themselves to a blanket pricing policies of the RCA Service takers."
(Lending creditability to Barinclusion of the warranty labor ex- Company were nevertheless "intension on all RCA sets they sell hibiting" RCA Consumer Elec- nabik's assertion that the RCA
can purchase the extension on a tronics' sales because such prac- Service Company can make a proftices and policies "have caused a it from its $19.95 color TV labor
"single -unit" basis for $24.95.
Included in the price of the war- deep well of resentment" among warranty extension is a report in
ranty labor extension is one free servicers and, as a result, servic- the October 27 issue of Television
"set-up/customer education" ser- ers "won't promote RCA sets." Digest which states that the
Said one servicer, "The difference executive vice president of
vice call.
At the outset of the meeting, betwen your present market posi- NARDA, Jules Steinberg, who
some of the attending servicers tion and what you'd like to have also attended the RCA affair, told
contended that they "know it costs can be attributed to the RCA Ser- Television Digest representatives
the RCA Service Company more vice Company." Said another ser- at the meeting that "his computer
than $19.95 to make a single ser- vicer, "Captive service put Wes- surveys showed that independent
vice" and therefore the Service tinghouse out of the TV business." service dealers could profitably
In response to servicers' ques- sell the warranty extender at $20,
Company's nine -month warranty
labor extension "has to be a loss - tions about RCA Consumer Elec- including the counseling call."
continued on page 49
leader to build sales." They also tronics' warranty costs, Valencia
12 /
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while the guy down the street
complains about how tough

alignments are I do them!

Nr304DOEL 415 SC2_10 STATE

SWEEP/MARKER GENERATOR
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Model 415
$459
I used to hook up a separate sweep generator, marker

generator, marker adder and bias supply, hope that
everything was properly calibrated and adjusted, and
pray that the alignment would hold after disconnected the cables draped all over the bench.
I didn't do it very often.
Now, in the time it used to take me just to set up,
can almost complete an alignment. And I'm confident
the set will perform as well as it possibly can. My customers notice, too. That's the difference B&K's 415
Solid -State Sweep/Marker Generator made.
Setup is no problem. After I connect the 415's outputs to my scope (there's even low -frequency comI

I

the set's horizontal output section.
Shaping the waveform is easy, because the 415 has
10 crystal -controlled IF markers, each of which lights
up on the front -panel waveform diagram as it is used.
Markers can be shown either vertically or horizontally
on the scope trace. There's a 100kHz modulated mark-

er that makes nulling the traps so easy it's almost
automatic. And three low -impedance, reversible polarity bias supplies-two, 0-25VDC; one, 0-50VDC.

pensation to eliminate pattern errors), I connect its RF
outputs (channel 4 or 10) to the antenna terminals or
mixer test point, the direct probe to the video detector

test point (or anywhere else after the video detector
diode) and the demodulator probe to the bandpass
amplifier output.
They're all clip -or connections, and the 415 comes
with all the accessories need. Once I've made the
initial signal and bias hookups, there's nothing else to
I

connect or reconnect. All intercabling changes and
generator functions are controlled from the front panel.

There's even a 15,750Hz filter to eliminate disabling

Vertical Markers

Markers Tilted Horizontally

Every step is easy to understand, too, thanks to the
comprehensive manual.

Since I have nothing to sell but my time, I have to
make the most profitable use of it can. That's why I
have a B&K 415.
I

In stock now at your local distributor or write

Dynascan.

PRODUCTS OF

DYNASCAN

1801 W Belle Plaine Ave. Chicago, IL 60613 Phone (312) 327-7270
Complete Line of Analog and Digital Multimeters, Oscilloscopes, Signal Generators,
Semiconductor Testers, Power Supplies, Probes, Tube Testers and Substitution Boxes.
...for more details circle 108 on Reader Service Card
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RCA's New ColorTrak TV
A completely new chassis, filtered phosphor
picture tube, automatic contrast/color circuit, room
light picture control, and new remote control
system represent the most significant
advances in the company's TV set design.

automatic room -light compensation circuit is added to the list of
previous circuits to provide better
viewing conditions under all variations in room lighting.

A new unique remote control

system (Direct Address) features
on -screen display of the selected
channel numbers and the time of -the -day. The customer selects
channels by addressing the system with the channel number desired. Therefore, eliminating the
necessity of the customer having

to sequence through a series of

By Joseph Zauhar

undesired channels, as is the case
with most channel selection sys-

Introduced are two new RCA employed, isolating the problem to
ColorTrak chassis which have not a specific module is much easier
only changed physical appearance than in previous chassis and rebut employ a new family of mod- duces the number carried for in home servicing.
ules.
Performance and the features of
The physical design permits

maximum accessibility to all

tems.

A new black matrix color pic-

ture tube employing filtered phosphor reduces the reflections from
ambient light, producing pictures

with more contrast and brighter
the new sets should please the colors.

The new RCA CTC74 and
electronic technician, consumer
ponents. With fewer modules and the dealer, as well. Now an CTC81 feature only six circuit
modules performing the same
modules and discrete chassis com-
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basic functions as the ten modules
in the CTC68 chassis. Several different versions of the two chassis
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All U -Line color TV models
employing the CTC74 chassis,
Fig. 1, will feature modular construction, 30 kv anode voltage,
AccuFilter PIL picture tube, automatic fine tuning, a constant
voltage power transformer, automatic color control and automatic room -light compensation
circuitry.
The CTC74 color chassis is used

in manual and remote table TV
Fig. 1-Rear view of RCA's CTC74 Color TV Chassis showing the location of the modules.

models, equipped with a 19 -inch
(diagonal) Precision -in -line AccuFilter picture tube. Remote control TV sets employing this chassis are equipped with three additional modules: remote power and
control, digital memory, and the
remote preamp which is considered as a plug-in module.
All remote control and some of
the manual TV sets employing the

CTC74 chassis feature a 20 -

Fig. 2-The TV chassis can be placed and locked
in several positions by a "slotted pivot" groove
located at the bottom of the chassis.

Fig. 3-Module connections are made through a

pin and socket arrangement and the master
board is eliminated.
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position VHF/UHF varactor tuning system. All 12 VHF channels
and up to 8 UHF channels can be
preset. Mechanically switchable
tuners are also used which include
the KRK 229 VHF and KRK 231
UHF tuners. While the KRK 231
UHF tuner has been employed in

prior chassis, the KRK 229 is a the tuner mounting assembly clips. The fifth fuse is a fusible renew VHF tuner. It is electrically (TMA), varactor tuner control as- sistor which is soldered in and provery similar to the KRK 205 VHF sembly, and the auxiliary control tects the picture tube screen cirpanels. In TV sets equipped with

cuit.

mote controls, the same rule

Circuit Modules

and sockets.
To remove the chassis frcim the

cept for the module which contains

AFT, constant voltage transtion, varactor tuners and a 25 -inch

pivot screws, then pivot the chas- Vertical/Horizontal Oscillator
sis to the 45 -degree position, and module in the CTC74 chassis is

tube.

cabinet mounting slots

features, the top -of -the -line TV

plugs are disconnected.

CTC81 chassis are equipped with

deflection, and the horizontal similar to that used in the first

electronic tuning, with channel
numbers and time displayed on

package) are plug-in devices lo- new series of modules all have the
cated on their respective heat first letter "M" designating it as a
sinks. Four of the five protective module; the second letter is also

tuner used in later Model CTC68
chassis.

auxiliary functions, such as re-

Color TV Chassis CTC81

Five of the six modules as used
applies-these assemblies are easily disconnected from the Main in the basic CTC74 and CTC81
chassis through the use of plugs color TV chassis are identical, ex-

The U -Line models employing
the CTC81 color TV chassis, feature second anode voltage of 31 kv,

the vertical and horizontal oscilcabinet, remove the two bottom lator stages. The MCH 001

former, automatic color control,
automatic room -light compensa-

remove the chassis fr m the not interchangeable with the

(diagonal) AccuFilter picture

lifting

MCH 002 Vertical/Horizontal Os-

The ouput devices for vertical

CTC81 chassis.
Identification of the modules is

up and then out after all other cillator module employed in the

In addition to the mentioned

sets employing the CTC74 and

direct address system, instant ITR's (SCR and diode in the same family of XL -100 modules. The
the screen of the picture tube.

devices (fuses) used in the chassis common to all the modules in this
are plug-in type mounted in fuse new family. The letter "C", for

Serviceability Features

The chassis layout of the CTC74
and CTC81 permits maximum accessibility to all modules and dis-

MCC 001

CONTRAST

crete chassis components. The

VERT

COLOR MODULE
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.BLANK

DI
R4207

chassis tilts out of the cabinet and

S4302

can be placed and locked in several
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HORIZ
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positions by virtue of a "slotted
pivot" groove, Fig. 2, located at the
bottom mounting of the chassis. In
the full -down position, most of the
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semblies working in conjunction

with the chassis. These include

Fig. 4-Block Diagram of the Luminance Module MCL001 and associated circuitry.
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Fig. 5-Diagram of the Red, Green, Blue Driver Module MCD001 and
associated systems.

Fig. 6-Trace and Retrace circuits employed in the CTC74 color chassis
feature Intrinsic Thyristor Rectifiers (ITR).
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An Extraordinary Offer
to introduce you to the benefits of Membership in

ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB
for a limited time only you can obtain
THIS
NEW
252 -Page

49

Jack Darr's Service Clinic No. 3

May we send you this helpful new

book as described on the facing
page as part of an unusual offer of a
Trial Membership in Electronics Book
Club ?

This is a quality hardbound volume,

especially designed to help you in-

crease your know-how, earning power,
and enjoyment of electronics.
This handsome, hardbound book

5. Bonus Books: If you continue in
the Club after fulfilling your Trial
Membership, you will receive a Bonus
Dividend Certificate with each additional Club Selection you purchase.
For the small charge of only $1.99,
plus three (3) Certificates, you may
select a book of your choice from a
special list of quality books periodically sent to Members.

is indicative of the many other fine
offerings made to Members . . important books to read and keep . . vol-

6. Prevents You from Missing New

mind.

tinued advancement.
This extraordinary offer is intended
to prove to you, through your own ex-

.

.

umes with your specialized interests in

Whatever your interest in electronics -radio and TV servicing, audio and
hi-fi, industrial electronics, communications, engineering -you will find
Electronics Book Club will help you.

With the Club providing you with
top quality books, you may broaden
your knowledge and skills to build
your income and increase your understanding of electronics, too.
How You Profit from Club Membership

This special offer is just a sample of

the help and generous savings the

Club offers you. For here is a Club devoted exclusively to seeking out only
those titles of direct interest to you.

Membership in the Club offers you

several advantages.
1.
Charter Bonus: Take "JACK
DARR'S SERVICE CLINIC No. 3" ...
publisher's list price $7.95
for
only 490 with your Trial Membership.
2. Guaranteed Savings: The Club
.

.

.

guarantees to save you 15% to 75%
on all books offered. All books are offered at low Member prices (plus a
small shipping charge).
3. Continuing Bonus: If you continue
after this trial Membership, you will
earn a Dividend Certificate for every
book you purchase. Three Certificates,
plus payment of the nominal sum of
$1.99, will entitle you to a valuable
Book Dividend which you may choose
from a special list provided members.

4. Wide Selection: Members are annually offered over 50 authoritative,
new books on all phases of electronics.

Books: The Club's FREE News gives
you advance notice of important new
books

.

.

.

books vital to your con-

perience, that these very real advantages can be yours . . . that it is pos-

sible to keep up with the literature

published in your areas of interest ...
and to save substantially while so doing.

How the Club Works

Forthcoming selections are described

in the FREE Club News, published
thirteen times a year. Thus, you are
among the first to know about, and to
own if you desire, significant new
books. You choose only the main or
alternate selection you want (or advise if you wish no book at all) by
means of a handy form and return
envelope enclosed with the News. As
part of your Trial Membership, you
need purchase as few as four books
during the coming 12 months. You
would probably buy at least this many
anyway . . without the substantial
.

savings offered through Club Membership.

Limited Time Offer!

Here, then, is an interesting opportunity to enroll on a trial basis . . . to
prove to yourself, in a short time, the
advantages of belonging to Electronics Book Club. We urge you, if this
unique offer is appealing, to

act

promptly, for we've reserved only a

limited number of books for new Members.

To start your Membership on these

RIAL
foon'yMEMBER-

SHIP

mail the postage -paid airmail card today. You will receive "JACK DARR'S
SERVICE CLINIC No. 3" for 10 -day
Inspection.

SEND NO MONEY! If you are not
delighted, return it within 10 days
and your Trial Membership will be
cancelled without cost or obligation.
Electronics Book Club, Blue Ridge
Summit, Pa. 17214.

Typical Savings Offered Club
Members on Recent Selections
Master Handbk. of 1001 Pract. Elec. Cir.
List Price $12.95; Club Price $7.95
Central Heating/Air Cond. Repair Guide
List Price $9.95; Club Price $5.95
Aviation Electronics Handbook
List Price $11.95; Club Price $7.95
Small -Screen TV Servicing Manual
List Price $9.95; Club Price $5.95

Step -by -Step Guide: Carburetor Tuneup
and Overhaul
List Price $7.95; Club Price $3.95
Electronic Music Circuit Guidebook
List Price $9.95; Club Price $5.95
Pract. CB Radio Troubleshooting & Repair
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
2nd Class FCC Encyclopedia
List Price $10.95; Club Price $7.95
Color TV Case Histories Illustrated
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
The Complete Auto Electric Handbook
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
Computer Programming Handbook
List Price $12.95; Club Price $8.95
Transistor Theory for Tech. & Engineers
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
Adv. Applications for Pocket Calculators
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
Integrated Circuits Guidebook
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
Auto Electronics Simplified
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
The Complete FM 2 -Way Radio Handbook
List Price $9.95; Club Price $6.95
RCA Color TV Service Manual -Vol. 3 & 4
List Price $17.90; Club Price $8.95
Introduction to Medical Electronics
List Price $9.95; Club Price $6.95
Basic Digital Electronics
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Auto Stereo Service & Installation
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
Effec. Troubleshooting with EVM & Scope
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
Modern Communications Switching Sys.
List Price $17.95; Club Price $13.95
Pract. Circuit Design for the Experimenter
List Price $8.95; Club Price $4.95
Installing TV & FM Antennas
List Price $7.95; Club Price $3.95
Sears Color TV Service Manual
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95

attractive terms, simply fill out and

SENDNO MONEY!

Simply fill in and mail postage -paid Airmail card today!
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right to cancel my membership anytime after purchasing these four books.

ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214
Please open my Trial Membership in the Electronics Book Club and send me
my own personal, hardbound copy of "JACK DARR'S SERVICE CLINIC No.
3" (billing me only 49¢ plus a small shipping charge). If not delighted, I may
return the book within 10 days and owe nothing. Every four weeks you will
send me the Club News, describing current offerings. If I want the selection,
I do nothing; it will be sent to me automatically. If I do not wish to receive
the selection, or if I want to order one of the many alternates offered, I simply
give instructions on the reply form provided, and return it to you by the date
specified. This date allows me at least 10 days in which to return the form. If,
because of late mail delivery of the Club News, I do not have 10 days to make
a decision, and so receive an unwanted selection, I may return it at your expense. Otherwise, to complete my Trial Membership, I agree to purchase at least
four additional selections or alternates during the next 12 months. I have the
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publisher's list price $7.95
for only 49C with your Trial Membership.
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Continuing Savings: The Club guarantees to save
you at least 25% to 75% on the books you need.
All books are offered at low Member prices (plus a
small shipping charge).

XI

m
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Wide Selection: Members

are

annually

offered

over 50 of the new and authoritative books on all
phases of electronic servicing.

Editorial Advisory Service: The Club's

Editorial

Advisory Board selects only the important books of
direct interest to you.
)(::

Bonus Books: If you continue in the Club after

r-

fulfilling your Trial Membership, you will receive a
Dividend Certificate with each additional
Club Selection you purchase. For the small charge
of only $1.99, plus three (3) Certificates, you may
Bonus

select a book of your choice from a special list of
quality books periodically sent to Members.

Prevents You From Missing New Books:
The Club's FREE "News" provides advance notice
of new books vital to your continued professional
advancement.

Jack Darr's
Service Clink

No. 3
By Jack Darr
252 pages
Oyer 120 illustrations

Jack Darr's direct, right -to -the -point service
wisdom amounts to an advanced course in elecironies servicing!

Handsome, hardbound volume

Here are straightforward solutions to

Partial List of Contents
Color Problems
Color Oscillator: It's Easy to Know-

Categorizing

the Trouble-Diode Grid

Leakage-Smeary Color-Convergence
Controls-Comb Color Troubles Out of
Your Hair!-AFPC
Troubles-Reader
Questions.

Sweep & Deflection Problems
Heeding the Clues-Same Trouble, Different Causes!-Vertical Output Circuits-Vertical Output TransformerYoke-White Vertical Line-Vertical

Controls - Complementary Vertical
Sweep Circuits-Reader Questions.

Component Peculiarities
Checking the Chip-A Dropping Diode
-What Is It?-ICs. TV and You-Replacement Parts-Solid State "Tubes"
-Getting to Know Varactor DiodesReplacing

Hard -to -Find

Reader Questions.

Transistors-

CRT Troubles: Flyback, Focus,
Voltages, Etc.
Heater -to -Cathode Shorts-FocusingFlyback
tions.

Transformers-Reader

Ques-

Tuners, Noise, and AGC Problems
Mixer Noise-TV Boosters-Interference
-Reader Questions.

over 200 individual servicing problems
from the wizard of electronics repair, Jack

Darr, who has become something of a
"landmark" in servicing: a repairman's
repairman. Jack has been turning tough
dogs into pussycats for as long as TV sets
have been acting up. Now, this single,
practical volume presents the very best of
Darr: his penetrating way of seeing the

source of the trouble while most of us are
wondering over the symptoms, his plain talk wisdom and down-to-earth humor,
and his timeless but simple philosophy
(think, think, think!).
The best of Darr's two series, The Ser-

vice Clinic and In the Shop, have been

combined with service questions asked by
practicing repairmen, and arranged into a
logical sequence according to symptom
category, which should make finding a solution to a dead-end problem no more difficult than looking up a word in the dictionary.
It's not all TV, either. A Chapter on test
equipment contains a variety of extremely
practical advice on how to get more from
your equipment than the manufacturer intended, tells how to make a simple wattmeter using your VOM, plus a number of

special tricks the author has picked up
during his many years as an experienced

Diagnosing Trouble & Shaking
Down Intermittents

TYPE Al YHF)

Asking the Right Questions-The Trouble Tree-Case History-Recognizing

Interrnittents-Reader

TOP Pi N.

SHORTED

chine-Reader Questions.

bles they're having with their test equipment-the VOM, electronic voltmeter, and

the scope, to name but a few. Darr answers them all, incorporating detailed
schematics where necessary to stress a
point or to show key trouble areas in a
specific piece of gear.
While the thrust of the book is color TV

and the perplexing problems associated
with servicing the more popular brands,

nothing in the home -entertainment field is
overlooked. The final Chapter covers tape
players, stereo systems, intercoms, car ra-

dios, and a host of other items that go on
the blink from time to time. Each of the
book's nine Chapters winds up with a
question -and -answer session relating to
material presented within that Chapter.
The questions are letters from servicemen
who got stumped at some point during
their trouble analysis. The answers to
these questions serve a twofold purpose:
They comprise a valuable, well organized

file of true case histories that are bound
to prove extremely helpful to any practicing repairman or technician who runs
into a blind alley on a repair job; and
they point the way to success in solving
unusual problems that recur in specific
color TV models.

PIN

CORRECTOR PIRPtinSF
AMPL

ADT

PH

Questions.

TV Sets and CATV
Cable Systems-The Videotape

troubleshooter. This Chapter winds up
with an open forum of questions from servicemen who can't psyche out certain trou-

TO

6GK6

YOKE

Tooa/

Ma-

Test Equipment
Capacitances - Cable Reeks - Homebrew AC Ammeter Wattmeter-Homebrew Scope "Prescaler"-The VON
Around the Car-Reader Questions.
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The Open Forum
Voltage Prob'ems-Horizontal and vertical Problems-AFC Problems-Sync
Problems-Non-TV Equipment.

Over 120 schematics and complete illustrations make each of the hundreds of
entries in "Jack Darr's Service Clinic No. 3" of practical, immediate benefit.

AN EXTRAORDINARY OFFER...
...tor more details circle 114 on Reader Service Card
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Fig. 8-Basic CTC74 and CTC81 color chassis power supply circuit employing a constant voltage

transformer. Photos and illustrations supplied through the courtesy of RCA.

Sound Module MCS001A
Fig. 7-The new Direct Address System control
center is operated through a push-button array
resembling that of a push-button pocket calculator keyboard.

example, displaces the middle letter "A", as used in previous modules. The last letter of the six basic

modules in the CTC74/81, is

Chrome Module MCCOO1A

Two integrated circuits are
All of the functions for sound
demodulation, audio preamplifi- employed on this module to percation, and approximately 1.75 form the functions of color
watts of audio output, are per- bandpass, AFPC, ACC, reference
formed by one integrated circuit oscillator, and demodulation.
on this module. Control circuits Control circuits operating in coninclude those used for volume and junction with this module include
the color and tint controls, and the
tone if employed.
automatic tint correction defeat

somewhat indicative of the previ- Luminance/Sync Module MCLOO1A
ous series, and in all instances its
The integrated circuit employed
counterpart can be recognized.
on this module amplifies the'
Previously the circuit modules luminance video information. A
used in XL -100 TV chassis were of total of six discrete transistors are
the edge -connector type and the used to perform the video buffer,
connection of the module was usu- video amplifier, brightness limit-

switch.

The video IF system, including tion.
AGC, video detection, noise canThe color control is coupled to
cellation, AFT and sound detec- the contrast control circuit allow-

which consists of three bias -reset

The circuitry found in the

MCC001 Chroma Module is capable of minimizing tint errors in the
flesh -tone region without much effect on non-fleshtone colors, such
as the blues and greens. If non -tint
error exists, the customer can de-

ally made through sockets er, blanking, sync inverter, and
mounted on the master circuit sync separator functions.
feat the automatic tint correction
board. In the CTC74/81 series
Circuitry found on this module feature.
This chroma module amplifies
chassis, the module connection is provides customer control of video
made through a pin and socket ar- response (peaking), contrast and and demodulates the chroma
rangement, Fig. 3, and the master brightness, as well as automati- sidebands, providing color differboard is eliminated. The chassis cally adjusting contrast in re- ence signals to the driver module
comes equipped with a special sponse to ambient light. This new MCD001.
plastic module removal tool lo- ColorTrak feature is accomplished
cated on the power supply unit.
by employing a light dependent R/G/B Driver Module MCD001A
resistor (LDR) and it can be disSix transistors are employed in
IF/AFT Module MCK001A
abled by the customer at his op- the R/G/B driver module, Fig. 5,

tion circuitry is found on the ing the picture color content to

MCK001 module.
vary in direct proportion to the
This module employs three pic- contrast setting. This new Color-

ture IF amplifier stages, using Trak 'circuit provides a constant

stages, and three color driver
stages.

The red, green, and blue video
output signals obtained from this
module are coupled to the respective cathodes of the color picture

discrete MOSFET devices, and a
video buffer stage using a bipolar
transistor.
Transistors are also used in circuits for the AGC keyer, RF AGC
amplifier, and the noise inverter

luminance to color gain ratio and tube.
the customer need not readjust the
color level when the contrast level Vertical/Horizontal Oscillator
Module MCH001A/MCH002A
is changed.
The video output stage (IC 1-C),

The MCH001A module (CTC74)

for the sync stage. The AFT, sound
detection, and sound IF amplifica-

clamping circuit which clamps the

(CTC81) contain the complete cir-

Fig. 4, contains a "black level" and the MCH002A module

video signal blanking (or black) cuits to produce the vertical and
tion signal processing is per- level to a reference voltage deter- horizontal sweep signals. The verformed in one integrated circuit. mined by the brightness control. tical stages found on the module
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'the Money Generator

NATCHOOT
NATCNOOTS

MODEL ATC-10
Patent Pend.

ROTS
CROSSHATCH
VERT LIMES
N

AMERICAN

firsts

8.25"Dx2.6"Hx8.25"W
2 Yr. Full Service Warranty

TECHNOLOGYC
COLOR OAR

PATTERN
ATC-10
F/IF

A Better Approach to TV Servicing
A Great Profit Generator for You

ATC-10's Unique Patterns
RED RASTER
UNIFORM

Check and adjust purity

RED

at

the flip of

a

switch

without disabling blue

RASTER

and green electron guns.
4/

3.58 MONITOR

Check and adjust color
Sync. 03C. Freq. at the
flip of a switch (No need

If you are the kind of service technician who realizes that efficient
use of time is the key to greater profits, the new Model ATC-10 is
for you. This is the kind of TV servicing instrument you have been
waiting for. We've nicknamed it the MONEY GENERATOR. It is
efficiency oriented for the busy technician who often finds his days
too short, or becomes frustrated when a difficult problem takes
longer to locate than a "happy customer will be willing to pay for."
The ATC-10 not only has features which speed up home service
calls, but it's also ideal for analyzing those tough dogs in the shop.
When the set goes back to the customer, it's with greater
confidence that the job has been done right.

to ground AFPC Test
Point.)

Incorporated into a single instrument are the features of other color
bar pattern generators plus many new timesaving patterns and

added features such as a wide range, calibrated, RF/IF output
control for receiver sensitivity and dynamic range tests. It's a maxi

COLOR BARS

Sixth bar marked for
identification.
pedestal
Luminance
shows color fit.
GRAY QUAD
scale
tracking
checks/ adjustments.
Yoke orientation.
L.F. video response.
Gray

immomminsimi
immommemini
immimmummou
mmumemimul

mw

emoommimmmil
immommommen

Immuummum

moomena,
inciensenicuini
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111111131111310111111

HATCHDOT
Composite convergence
patterns enable you to

complete an entire convergence series with no

need to alternately select
separate patterns for DC

and dynamic convergence.

pattern generator with the value -packed versatility of performing the

most commonly used functions of an analyst and a tuner subber.
The ATC-10 is a highly portable instrument and sells direct -to -you
for only $299.95.
The best way to see for yourself the profit generating capability of
the ATC-10 is to put one to work in your own shop. We've made
that easy for you with our 30 day money back guarantee. Put it to
the test for 30 days. Then, if you feel that it's not a real money
generator/profit maker for you, return it to us for a full refund.
O Please send additional information on the ATC-10.
Include a copy of the 2 -volume Owner's Manual ($1.00 enclosed)

Ship

Model ATC-10's at $299.95* with: (Check one)
Chan. 2 (Std.) RF crystal installed (NO Chan. 2 transmitter in our area.)
ID Chan. 3 (Optional) crystal installed (Chan. 2 transmitter in our area.)
*include 3% Sales Tax (Colorado residents only)
NAME
ADDRESS

HATCHDOTS

The hatchdots pattern

with its frame -of -dots is
also great for size, linearity. centering, and
pincushion checks and/
or adjustments.

STATE

CITY

ZIP

For Fast Prepaid Shipment Send Check or Money Order To:

American Technology Corporation
225 Main, Dept. 12B, Canon City, Colorado 81212

...for more details circle 106 on Reader Service Card
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include the switch, two predrivers,

operates in conjunction with the

blanker signal is employed in the

with incoming sync to the vertical

"open" develops in the trace circuit or component, the protective
circuit functions to disable the oscillator circuit producing a loss of

stages include a phase splitter and
two AFC diodes which operate in

horizontal sync.

and two driver stages. A sync horizontal hold circuit. If an

integrating network associated

switch circuit. The horizontal

conjunction with a sample feedback pulse and sawtooth stage. A
blocking oscillator provides a gating pulse for the retrace ITR.
Vertical and Horizontal
Deflection Circuits

The vertical and horizontal deflection circuits employed in the

Remote Control (Direct Address
System)

Selected models of the CTC81

and CTC74 chassis feature a
unique remote control system
which provides on -screen display

of the selected channel number

and the time -of -day. The channels
are selected by addressing the sys-

CTC74 and CTC81 color TV chas-

tem with the channel number de-

circuitry used in the CTC74 chassis has the same basic circuit con-

channel selection systems.
This new system also includes
remote control of volume, color,

display on the TV screen.
Channel selection digital codes

from the MCT001A command
module are applied to the

MCV001A VHF tuning and
MCV001A UHF tuning modules.

These modules select the appropriate analog voltage for the varactor tuner operation. The tuning
modules also provide the appropriate power and bandswitching
for their respective tuners. The
tuners are physically mounted to
their respective tuning modules.

The various DC voltages required to operate the direct address system are supplied by a
separate power supply module,

sis, Fig. 6, are quite similar to sired, eliminating the necessity of MCP001A. Standby voltages, as
those employed in previous having to sequence through the well as some operational voltages,
XL -100 chassis. The deflection undesired channels, as with most are obtained from the AC line
figuration as the CTC72 color

chassis, but the physical configuration is quite different between

tint, and chassis power. The TV

set is automatically turned on

input through a module -mounted
transformer and rectifier circuit.

The other required voltages are
provided by the chassis 175 -volt
DC and 38 -volt DC supplies.

when a channel is selected, and
then turned off from the remote Low Voltage Power Supply
In the CTC74/81 chassis, the transmitter.
The CTC74 and CTC81 are the
circuit functions for the vertical
The ultrasonic transmitter first chassis from RCA in which a
and horizontal oscillators are lo- called an "XL -100 control center", constant voltage transformer (Fig.

the two chassis series and the previous XL -100 chassis.

cated on a single module

is the only means of TV set control

8) is employed. The transformer is

TV set which duplicate the funcThe two vertical output transis- tions of the control center.
tors are not an integral part of the
This control center, Fig. 7, is opmodule as in the CTC72 chassis. erated through a push-button

ondary, shunted by a 3.5 mfd, oil filled capacitor. The output volt-

the plug-in type.
The trace and retrace functions
in the CTC74 and CTC81 employ
intrinsic rectifiers (diode and SCR
in a common case.) The basic deflection design remains similar to
that used in the CTC72 chassis.

is protected by a 3 -amp, slow -blow

previous XL -100 chassis they available to the user. There are no a self-regulating, power limiting
were located on two separate manual operated controls on the device, having a saturable secmodules.

age is held fairly constant, with
line voltage changes in the 105

The vertical transistors are now array resembling that of a push- volts to 135 volts AC range.
mounted on a heat sink and are of button telephone or pocket calAll of the power supply circuitry

Previously in the CTC62/72

chassis the majority of operating
B+ voltage for the chassis was de-

veloped from the retrace circuit.
The low voltage sources, including

culator keyboard.
Ultrasonic signals from the con-

fuse in the primary circuit. The
trol center are received and degaussing circuits are basically
amplified by the MCY001 ul- the same as employed in previous
trasonic preamplifier. Then the RCA color TV sets.
energy from this unit is coupled to
the post amplifier MCZ001, which

Protection for the B+ circuits is
provided by an input thermistor,
amplifies and amplitude limits operating in conjunction with a
the incoming ultrasonic energy power switching relay. This arbefore application to the command rangement replaces the manual
module.
reset -circuit breaker used in pre-

The MCT001A command modthree DC supplies and the picture ule converts the 14 possible ul-

tube filament AC supply, were trasonic frequencies into digital

vious XL -100 color TV chassis.
To ensure the 175 volt source is
available before the deflection cir-

provided by the secondary wind- codes which control the functions cuits are permitted to operate, the
ings on the input reactor. In the desired. These digital codes are sweep oscillators receive operatCTC74 color chassis, they are de- applied to the display module, ing power through another path.
veloped directly from the power MCA001, which converts the They will then be operating "on
transformer circuit.
channel number codes into video frequency" before power is availThere is no need for a high volt- information that is displayed as able to the deflection circuits.

age regulating circuit in the channel numbers on the TV

The switching relay and therscreen. The display module also mistor found in the primary of the
a self-regulating power input contains an electronic clock which transformer provide protection of
transformer is employed.
provides the time -of -day informa- B+, and delay of B+ to the deflecA horizontal protective circuit tion to the display circuitry for tion stages.M
CTC74 or CTC81 chassis because
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Your VTVM is obsolEtE!
This may sound like a harsh
claim, but it's true. Thousands of TV
technicians are using instruments
designed in the 1950's to troubleshoot circuits designed in the 1970's.
And now, most color TV's have
solid state circuits. So use of
out-of-date test equipment just
compounds the problem.
The generation gap has grown
too big.

INFO
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200100
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Resolution is 100 microvolts, 100 nanoamps and 100 milliohms

The Fluke 8000A 31/2 digit multimeter

Solid state calls for new
performance standards.
Your "old fashioned" test equipment simply doesn't measure up to
today's requirements. For example,
the typical VTVM gives you 5%
accuracy and 2% resolution. In the
old days, that was good enough.
Not so today.
Now you need an instrument to
look at the voltages at each pin of an
IC with sufficient accuracy and
resolution to determine proper IC
operation.
For example, a reading of "around
2.8 volts" is no longer sufficient.
You must be able to distinguish
between 2.80 and 2.82 volts.
You need a test instrument that
gives you 0.1 ohm resolution so you
can reliably measure resistance of

switch contacts, circuit breakers,
and low value resistors.
To do all this and more, you need
the superior capabilities of the

You get the sensitivity you need
for low level dc measurements. The
200 millivolt range with 100 microvolt
resolution tells you exactly what
your values are.
The 8000A has an AC frequency
response from 45 Hz to 20 KHz and,
with accessory probes, to 500
megahertz. Resistance measuring
capability ranges from 100 milliohms
to 20 megohms. It offers a 15°C to
35°C accuracy temperature span.
And a 1 -year accuracy time span,
meaning it seldom needs calibration.
Unlike other DMM's the 8000A
has fast response time -3 readings
a second. And the bright, digital
readout means that no interpolation
is necessary.
The 8000A measures high
voltages, too.
Our 8000A is designed to answer
all the needs of an electronic service
technician.
One very important (and talked
about !) safety requirement is that the
picture tube anode voltage must
not exceed the maximum specified
by the manufacturer. Our 8000A has
an optional high voltage probe that
gives you guaranteed accuracy of
1% at 25,000 volts. The probe also
extends the capability of the 8000A
to 40,000 volts to measure the high
voltage in the new 32,000 volt
chassis.

Carry it anywhere. Use it on line or with
optional rechargeable battery power
($50 extra). Note the conveniently
mounted specs on the bottom decal.

Fluke 8000A 31/2 digit multimeter.

An instrument designed specifically
for testing solid state equipment.
The 8000A gives you up to 50
times the accuracy and 20 times the
resolution of a VTVM, so you can
measure the various voltage levels
in a solid state chassis with
absolute confidence.

There's new high voltage protection on all ac/dc voltage ranges.
The instrument will take transients
up to 6 KV, 10 'seconds wide over a
duty cycle of 60 per second.
Get the most up-to-date instrument
available.
Don't be caught in the typical trap.
Many electronic service shops don't
really update their equipment when
they decide to update. Switching
to a TVM or a FET voltmeter doesn't
really give you the accuracy and
resolution you need today, or for
that matter, tomorrow.
But with the 8000A on hand, you
know you have a true solid state
testing device.

It costs just $299 ($40 more with
HV probe).* And it is far and away
the largest selling, most rugged and
reliable 31/2 digit multimeter in
the world.
'Domestic only.

High voltage probe accessory gives
you 1% accuracy at 25,000 volts

For data out today, dial our toll -free hotline, 800-426-0361
John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc.
P. O. Box 43210, Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043
...for more details circle 135 on Reader Service Card
...for more details circle 134 on Raider Service Card
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Circuit Modules (Continued)
Replaces

Part Number

Function

Chroma Processor

Recommended
Replacement
Part Number

703664-1

703661-1
703662-1

703665-1 & 2
703667-1 & 2

RGB Output
V. Osc./Driver
H. Osc./Driver
Videomatic
H. Osc./Driver

24/250 Volt Supply
Video Delay
Video Delay
Chrome Demodulator

703661-1
703662-1
703662-2
703663-2
703664-1

703668-1
703669-1
703728-1

703662-2
703663-1 & 2

703665-2
703667-2
703668-1
703669-1
703728-1
703743-1
703744-1
703745-1

Horiz. Oscillator

Chroma
Regulator

703743-1
703744-1
703745-1

Circuit Panels

Part Number

"A" Panel
"A" Panel
"B" Panel
"C" Panel
"D" Panel

Identification

Chassis Applications

(12)

(12)

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

(12)

X
X
X

X
X

X

T936 T952 T956 T957 T971 T974 T979 T981 T982 T985 T986 T987 T989 T991 1995

X
X

X

T989

Chassis Applications

T979
X
X
X

(13)
(14)
X

(15)
(16)

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Use in T989-02 only.
Use in T989-14 only.
Use in Non-Videomatic Chassis T995-03 only.
Use in T981-08, 09, 11; T982-12 thru 17; T987-05, 11, 12 only.
Use in Remote/Search Models T979-02, 03, 04, 05 only.
Use in Non Remote/Non-Search Models T979-01, 06, 50, 52 only.
Use in T989-03.04,05,15.16 only.
Use in T999 7,02,05,10,11,12,14,18 only.

This list provides a cross-reference of plug-in circuit panels for those Magnavox Color TV Chassis models incorporating such panels. Those circuit panels in your stock
bearing numbers different than those in Column 1 may not be used and should be returned to Magnavox for exchange with the recommended types. If a number such as
(15) rather than (X) appears in the Chassis Applications column, consult the explanatory notes printed at the end of this listing.
Recommended
Replacement
Part Number

703502-1,2,3,4,20,22 & 201
703502-5,6,7,66 & 601
703503-1,2,3,10,11 & 101
703504-1,2,11 & 101
703505-1,11 & 101

"D" Panel
"E" Panel
"8" Panel
"C" Panel
"D" Panel
"D" Panel

Panel

703502-22
703502-66
703503-11
703504-11
703505-11

703505-2, 22 & 201
703506-1, 11 & 101
703574-1,2,3,11 & 101
703575-1, 11 & 101
703576-1, 11 & 101
703576-2, 22 & 201

Replaces

703505-22
703506-11
703574-11
703575-11
703576-11
703576-22

Used in chassis with F -Pin Module connector only.
Replace with 703 503-1 1 "8" Panel including soldered -in Audio Output Module.
Used in chassis with Edge -Board Module connector only.
Replace with 703502-22 "A" Panel including soldered -in Sound Detector Module.
Use in T981-01 thru 07, 10, 12; T982-01 thru 08; T987-01,03,04,06,08,09,10 only.
Use in Chassis with Plug-in Module T981-02, T982-02, T987-01 only.
Use in T989-01,03,04,05,08,10,15,16 only.
Use in T989-11, 12, 18 only.

NOTES:
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

@Q111ACDKR,5K1K AKKMIHOULgEXAKI Mal

Circuit Modules
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MAGNAVOX COLOR TELEVISION CIRCUIT MODULE & PANEL CROSS-REFERENCE LIST

Part Number

X

X

X

X

Chassis Applications

X

X

X
X

X

T936 T952 T956 T957 T971 T974 T979 T981 T982 T985 T986 T987 1989 T991 T995
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

(1)

Signal Processor

X

Chroma Processor

Audio Output
Sound Detector
HV Regulator

Audio Output
X

X

(2)
(4)

X
X

(3)

X
X

Audio Output
Audio Output
Sound Detector
Chroma Demodulator

Function

This list provides a cross-reference of all recommended replacement plug-in circuit modules identifying their application for the corresponding Magnavox Color TV Chassis
models. The recommended replacements represent the minimum investment for the servicer to achieve the maximum circuit module benefits. Any modules in your stock
bearing numbers shown in Column 2 may be used successfully in any application where that specific module was used as original equipment. If a number such as (1)
rather than (X) appears in the Chassis Applications column consult the explanatory notes printed at the end of this listing.
Recommended
Replacement
Part Number

612003-1 & 101, 703327-1
612003-2 & 102
612004-1 & 101
612034-1 & 101
612036-101

Replaces

612003-101
612003-102
612004-101
612034-101
612036-101

703507-1

6120411 & 101
612046-2, 102 & 202
6120471, 101 & 202
612062-101, 102, 201 & 202

703507-1

612041-101
612046-202
612047-202
612062-202
703508-1

703556-1, 2, 3, 4

X

X

X

(5)

X
X

X
X
X

X

(5)

X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

(7)
(8)
(9)

(10)

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

(11)

X
X

X

X

X

x

X
X

x

X
X

(6)

X

X

(5)

(6)

X

Videomatic
Videomatic
Video IF
AFT
Video Delay

(6)

X

Video Output
V. Osc./Driver
H. Osc./Driver
H.V. Regulator
Videomatic

IF

Chroma Processor

Power Supply
Horiz. Scan/H.V.
Videomatic Switch
Videomatic
Videomatic
120 Volt Regulator

X

H.V. Regulator
Videomatic Switch
Videomatic Switch
Videomatic Switch
Videomatic Switch

703508-2
703549-1,2
7035501
703551 1, 2, 3

703573-1

AFT

X

703644-1 & 2

703638-1
703639-1
703640-3
703642-1
703643-1

703508-1
703508-2
703549-2
703550-1
703551-3

703577-2
703579-1
703579-2
703606-1
703606-2

AGC/Sync
Audio Output
Low Level Video

X
X
X

612032-1,101;703552-1,2,3,4

703552-4
703553-1
703554-1
703556-4
703573-1

703607-1
703616-1
703617-2
703636-1, 2, 3
703637-1

Chroma Oscillator

X
X

703553-1
703554-1

703577-2
703579-1
703579-2
703606-1
703606-2

703638-1 & 2
700639-1 & 2; 703727-1,2,4,5
703640-1 & 3

RGB/CRT
Horizontal
Vertical
703645-1
703646-1
703647-1
703648-1
703653-1

703660-1

703654-1 & 2
703656-2
703641-1, 703656-1 & 3

AGC Interface
V. Osc./Driver
Digital Lamps

703607-1
703616-1
703617-2
703636-1
703637-1

703642-1
703643-1

Retrace/Screen

703644-2
703645-1
703646-1
703647-1
703648-1
703653-1
703654-2
703656-2
703656-3
703660-1

pose, for example, that you make a
service call where the complaint is
snowy pictures. The trouble could

How To
Use A

be in the TV set, or it could be in
the antenna system. Many technicians go to the trouble of hooking
up a second TV to the same an-

Field -Strength
Meter

tenna, to determine where the
problem lies. However, this is

By Bert Wolf*

Anyone who does antenna or
MATV work should have a good
portable, battery -operated, field strength meter. (The meter face of
a typical field -strength meter is
shown in Fig. 1.) A field -strength
meter can tell you precisely what
strength of signals you are work-

ing with at all times. Without a
field -strength meter, you are only
guessing.
A field -strength meter (or FSM)

Fig. 1-A typical field -strength meter

often a nuisance and it's always a
relatively time-consuming procedure.
Your best bet is simply to measure the signal level by connecting
the antenna lead-in wire or cable
to the FSM and take a reading. If

is, basically, a tuneable voltmeter. the signal level is low, the problem
However, it is different from ordi- is definitely the antenna system.
nary voltmeters in two very im- If the signal level is adequate, the
portant ways:
problem is definitely in the set.
1) The FSM measures voltages
HOW MUCH SIGNAL IS ENOUGH?
at specific FM frequencies in the
UHF, VHF and FM ranges.
At this point, we come to the
2) The FSM can accurately mea- question of: How much signal is
sure RF voltages; voltages as low enough to produce a snow -free picas 50 microvolts (.00005 volts).
ture? Although picture quality is
The FSM is an ideal tool for sell- dependent on a number of factors,

ing and installing antennas. Sup - including how good the tuner of
the set is and even the line voltage, the most significant factor is
the amount of noise mixed in with
the signal. Snow, after all, is noth-

JOB SITE

Street Address

City

State

ing more than visible noise. Remove the antenna from a TV set
and you will probably see a lot of
snow on the screen. In the absence

OWNER

Name

of strong antenna signals, AGC
voltage is minimal, which means

Address

that the tuner and IF stages of the

TYPE OF BUILDING

receiver are cranked up to full

(hospital, school, hotel, motel, etc.)

gain. Noise voltage is relatively

NUMBER OF FLOORS

NUMBER OF ROOMS

low, but when it is amplified many
times, it becomes clearly visible on
the TV screen.

CHANNELS TO BE RECEIVED

In other words, picture quality

CHANNEL
NUMBER

LOCATION

(City)

PICTURE CARRIER
SIGNAL

(In microvolts)

SOUND CARRIER
SIGNAL
Iln

microvolts)

is determined not just by how
much signal we have, but how

much signal we have compared to
the noise present. This concept is

usually expressed in terms of
signal-to-noise (S/D) ratio. For

SURVEY PREPARED BY

Signature

Fig. 2-A typical MATV signal survey form.
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example, if the signal level is 100
microvolts, and the noise level is
10 microvolts, the signal-to-noise
ratio is 10 to 1, or 20 dB.
Bell Laboratories say you need a
signal-to-noise ratio of 50 dB for
an absolutely snow -free picture.

However, Bell is traditionally

conservative. Years ago, the Television Allocation Study Organiza*The author is the vice
president and general manager
of the DSD Division of
Jerrold Electronics.

tion (TASO) made a study of the
subjective reactions of viewers of
black -and -white pictures. Their
ratings are as follows:
44 dB S/D Ratio-Excellent Picture
34 dB S/D Ratio-Fine Picture
27 dB S/D Ratio-Passable Picture
17 dB S/D Ratio --Inferior Picture
You should aim for at least a 44
dB signal-to-noise ratio, except in

microvolts on each picture carrier.

dBmV, or 2000 microvolts across
75 ohms.

should still produce an acceptable
picture if it has a good tuner.
So far, we have specified FSM
signal -level readings across 300
ohms. However, FSM readings are

USING THE FSM TO TROUBLESHOOT &
SELL ANTENNAS

The amount of noise at the input
of a TV receiver depends on many
factors, but in an unamplified system, you won't be too far off if you
estimate TV input at 8 microvolts
across 300 ohms. 44 dB is equal to

because of the step-up ratio of the
matching transformer. Therefore,
you have to divide the FSM microvolt reading by 2. For example, a

the ground. If the antenna has

Therefore, to get a 44 dB signalto-noise ratio, you will need 1280
microvolts of signal (1280 to 8 =
160:1). To simplify matters and to
compensate for "sky" noises, we
generally round off 1280 to 2000

ohms. And therefore 1000 microvolts across 75 ohms is equal to 0
dBmV, just as is 2000 microvolts
across 300 ohms.

However, if you get as little as
1000 microvolts, the receiver

Let's get back to our hypotheti-

cal house call. The picture is
snowy and your FSM reading is in

usually taken across 75 ohms in the neighborhood of 300 microMATV systems and in home in- volts across 300 ohms. It is obvious
stallations using coaxial cable that the problem is either in the
downleads. Most FSM's you will antenna or the lead-in wire.
Show your customer the low
encounter are calibrated to be
the deepest fringe areas, where read directly for 300 -ohm input. reading and explain what the
customers might be satisfied with With a 75 -ohm input, meter sen- reading should be. Then, go outsitivity is approximately doubled side and look at the antenna from
34 dB.

reading of 2000 microvolts
across 300 ohms is equal to a read-

a multiplication factor of 160. ing of 1000 microvolts across 75

microvolts. We then arbitrarily
say that a signal level of 2000 microvolts across 300 ohms is equal
to 0 dBmV.
In other words, when you take
your FSM readings across 300
ohms you should get about 2000

If you are working with "75 ohm" signal readings, an FSM

reading of 1000 microvolts should
be enough to produce an excellent

broken or has bent elements, point

this out to the customer. The appearance of the antenna plus the
meter reading should clinch the
sale of a new antenna.
If the physical condition of the
antenna appears to be good, the
source of the problem is probably
the lead-in wire. You can easily
confirm this by climbing to the
roof and taking an FSM reading
directly from the antenna output.
This is not difficult, because today's FSMs are light and battery

picture on most sets. In MATV powered.
work we always design for at least
1000 microvolts across 75 ohms (0

dBmV). In fact, in strong signal
areas, we usually design for up to 6

ANTENNA INSTALLATION
APPLICATIONS

An FSM is also very useful

when installing a new antenna. If
necessary, first use a compass to

point the antenna in approxi-

mately the right direction. Then,
use your FSM to "fine tune" the
antenna orientation. When you

All -Channel
Broadband
Antenna

Broadband

Amplifier

30 dBmV

50' -01

40dBmV
4 -Way Splitter
Ohm -Tap

Feeders are

100' length
with tap
spacing 10'

+4 dBmV
Fig. 3-Functional diagram, or layout, of a typical

Terminator.
all -channel" MATV system.

Fig. 4-Troubleshooting antenna systems with
an FSM, as shown here, eliminates the need for

removal of all plates and the disconnection of
input and output cables of tapoffs.
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aim the antenna for the highest
possible reading on an FSM, you

know that the antenna orienta-

tion is perfect.
Even if it's a rotor installation,
the FSM is still useful. First, use a
compass to orient the antenna to-

ward North and set up the rotor
control so that it also indicates

North. Then, with the FSM meter
connected to the antenna cable or

lead-in, use the rotor control to
position the antenna for the highest signal level on each channel.

This will enable you to preset
pushbuttons or mark the corresponding positions on the rotor
control so that your customer will
know the precise rotor control po-

signals you'll have to work with at signal, and use a VU -935S and a
the antenna, you can make some mast -mounted preamplifier with
calculations to determine what a 20 -dB gain. Since the gain of the
you actually will have at the TV VU -935S is 11 dB higher than that
of the test antenna, you will pick
input.
First, you will have to adjust for up -3 DBmV of signal at the anantenna gain. Suppose, for exam- tenna. If we add this to the - 20 dB
ple, that your weakest channel is gain of amplifier, and the 4 dB loss
13 and your test antenna provides of the downlead, we find that we
about 2 dB gain at that frequency. have +13 dBmV signal at the TV
In a weak -signal area you will ob- set. Assuming that we started
viously use a higher gain antenna with a noise level of about -55
for the actual installation. The dBmV and the noise was amplified
Jerrold VU -9355, for example, 20 dB, we would have - 25 dBmV
provides about 13 dB gain at at the TV set. This is a 38 dB/+ 13
Channel 13. The difference is 11 DBmV - (-25 dBmV) signal-todB, which means that you can ex- noise ratio, which results in a picpect to pick up about 31/2 times as ture that falls somewhere between

much signal with the VU -935S "Fine" and "Excellent" on the
sitions which produce the best than you did with your test an- TASO scale. Thus, the preamp has

made a significant improvement
Next consider the downlead. in picture quality.

possible pictures. Aiming the antenna accurately not only provides

tenna.

mizes ghosts and color smears.

One hundred feet of coaxial cable
causes about 4 dB loss at the fre-

maximum signal, it also mini-

MATV DESIGN & SERVICING

In some areas, the strength of quency of Channel 13. In other
Field -strength meters are espethe signal from the antenna will words, only about 60 -percent of cially useful for designing, installnot be sufficient to produce ac- the signal picked up by the an- ing and servicing MATV systems.
ceptable pictures. For these areas, tenna actually reaches the TV set Your first step in planning any
preamplifiers are required. If you
are familiar with reception in the
area, you probably know from experience whether or not a preamp
is necessary. If not, you can find
out easily enough with a test antenna and an FSM. A foldable type

antenna such as the Jerrold

Traveltenna is best for this pur-

pose, because it is easiest to

handle. Mount the antenna on a
10 -foot mast and connect it with
coax to your FSM. (Coax is preferred because it won't be affected
by proximity to your body or to the
mast.)
Climb upon the roof and aim the
antenna in the direction of the TV

transmitter. Then, carefully walk
around the roof, looking for the
best signals. Move the antenna up
and down, because height sometimes makes a big difference.
You might not always choose

through 100 feet of cable. (Twin - MATV system should be to make a
lead losses are theoretically lower, signal survey, using a form such
but when you add in the "bumps" as that shown in Fig. 2. Record the
caused by standoffs and staples, picture carrier levels of every TV
plus the effect of moisture, 100 feet channel. Plan to use a preamp for
of twinlead can easily cause 10 dB every channel where the reading
is below -6 dBmV (500 microvolts
or more of actual loss.)
Deduct the downlead loss from across 75 ohms).
the antenna gain and this will tell
Next, layout the system. A typiyou how much signal you have to cal layout is shown in Fig. 3. Calwork with. Calculations are easy culate the losses from the head end
if you translate everything into to the last tap on the longest line,
dBmV. Suppose, for example, that to be sure you get at least 0 dBmV
you picked up 200 microvolts signal to each set in the system.
across 75 ohms with your test anOnce the system is installed, use
tenna. 200 microvolts is equal to your FSM to record signal levels
-14 dBmV.
on your "as built" diagram.
You'll gain 11 dB using the
Record each actual picture and
VU -935S and lose 4 dB in cable sound level from each antenna, at
attenuation. The net gain is + 7 the output of each preamp, at the
dB.
input and output of each
When you add -14 dBmV sig- amplifier, at the input and outputs
nal to + 7 dB gain, you get a signal of each head -end splitter, and at

of -7 dBmV at the TV set.
the exact spot that provides the
Preamplifiers do not improve
highest signal strength, because the signal-to-noise ratio at the anthat's not always the most conve- tenna, since they amplify noise
nient spot to mount an antenna. along with signal. However,
The spot you choose will probably

be a compromise between maximum signal and ease of installation. But at least you will have all

the end of each trunkline. These
readings will be invaluable when
the time comes for system servicing.

If you have "as built" diagrams,
preamps make the signal so strong with all signal levels recorded,
that the effect of downlead noise is troubleshooting is a snap. All you

negligible. What's more, good have to do is take a new series of
solid-state preamps often have readings in suspected parts of the
of the facts to choose intelligently. lower noise figures than most TV system and compare them with
When you've chosen the spot to tuners, which means an addi- the "as built" readings. Any major
mount your antenna, take final tional overall signal-to-noise im- discrepincy pinpoints a trouble.
FSM readings on the weakest provement.
(But don't be surprised if signal
channels and record them. Now
that you know the levels of the

Let's suppose we start with the levels fluctuate a little, due to syssame 200 microvolt test antenna
continued on page 49
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continued from page 7
other sections include Tool Kits and
Tool Cases, Solder, and technical data
on tool selection. Jensen Tools and Alloys, 4117 N. 44th Street, Phoenix, AZ.

research and price quotation is offered
on any book not listed. TechniBooks,
Dept. N., P.O. Box 11665, Santa Ana,
CA. 92711.

85018.

INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEO TAPES

UHF ANTENNAS

A 24 -page 1975 catalog of video
tapes covering technical electronics

Nine UHF antenna types designed
for color TV are described and illus-

trated in a new, condensed catalog
which is now available. Sixteen mod-

els in all are shown, including

Parabolics, Yagis, Bandsaws, Corner
Reflectors, and various special designs
and combinations. The brochure covers antennas for every type of reception area, in all price ranges, and includes performance data. Sales Dept.,

specific instruments. Many are available in languages other than English,

and in color. Standard formats are
1/2 -inch EIAJ-1 and 3/4 -inch "U-Matic"

video cassette; other tapes can be or-

dered. Hewlett-Packard Company,
1501 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, CA.
94304.

subjects is now offered. More than 200

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS/TOOLS

series on transistor theory, tapes on
troubleshooting solid-state circuits, a
tutorial series on digital electronics,
many tapes on general measurement
techniques, and medical electronics,
and a series on using and servicing

tronic components, tools and supplies.
Each catalog is supplied with an order
form and complete ordering information. Woas Electronics, P.O. Box 2637,

titles are listed; there is a tutorial

A 12 -page catalog lists low cost elec-

El Cajon, CA. 92021.

Channel Master Div. of A vnet, Inc., El-

lenville, NY. 12428.
SYMPTOM REPAIR MANUAL

A 70 -page Symptom Repair Manual

lists a variety of symptoms for individual General Electric TV chassis

and tells you what to check and in
what order. These symptoms and repairs were developed from thousands
of service technician invoices and rep-

resent the combined experience of
hundreds of technicians. Free to sub-

scribers of GE Technical Data, the

VOLTS
OHMS DC AC AMPS

manual is offered to every non -

LOW PWR

subscriber technician for $1.00 handling charge. "Dutch" Meyer, General
Electric Company, College Boulevard,
Portsmouth, VA. 23705.
TEST INSTRUMENTS

RICH PWR

Simpson Electric Co., 853 Dundee Avenue, Elgin, IL. 60120.

A 2 -page catalog lists replacement
TV tuners available for most TV sets.
They are listed by the original tuner
part numbers. Tuner Service Corp.,
537 South Walnut St., Bloomington,
IN. 47401.
TECHNICAL BOOKS

A 96 -page catalog describes over
1,000 current books from 16 major
publishers. Descriptions are conveniently grouped into 43 areas of technical interest, including all fields of

electronics, computer technology,
programming, control systems, and
mathematics. Over 400 of these books

are discount priced. In addition, free

200
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AC

198

PATENT
PENDING

AC Adam",

IT'S PORTABLE
=.-OR BENCH OR FIELD...
COMPACT & LIGHTWEIGHT,
Ihs with batteries.) Fits in any
.4.1 box or tube caddy.
DROP -PROOF with tough Cycolac
ease that will stand up to any field use.

Oily

ZURN-0 UT -PROOF up to 2000V
REPLACEMENT TV TUNERS

10

Illattaftes snd

A 60 -page catalog No. 4400, listing

panel meters, chart recorders, meter
relays, controllers, and a wide variety
of test equipment is now offered. A
selection of over 2,000 stock ranges,
sizes and types of analog digital and
AnaLed panel meters are available.

OC

DC. Saves you from costly downtime.

VERSATILE 3 -WAY POWER:

IT'S COIVPLETE
FOR ANY JOB...
Most portable DVM's sacrifice functions,
features, or accuracy. Net the DVM32.
HIGH ACCURACY Accurate with
full 31/2 digit readout, .57 of reading
accuracy and 15MegS2 in tut impedance

COMPLETE FUNCTIONS AND
RANGES: From 1mV to 1999V
DC, 1 mV to 1000V AC rms, .1 ohm to

tandard "C" cells, rechargeable "C" cell

19.99 Meg c2 and 1uA to 1.999A, AC

icads or line operation. (No special built n, recharger pack. Standard "C" cells for

and DC, plus Hi and Lo power ohms. 50Kv
capabilities using accessory high voltage
complete and
probe. The DVM32
versatile measuring capabil ties in a truly
portable meter.

tha DVM32 for true portability.) Up to
.10 times the battery life with the

DVM32 using the patent pending auto off that turns off the bright L.E.D.
cisplays

between

DVM32 is truly

measurements.

portable.

DVM32

The

.

IN STOCK NOW AT YOUR LOCAL
SENCORE FULL LINE DISTRIBUTOR

backed by SENCORE'S 1009
MADE RIGHT LIFETIME GUARANTEE
CD =C 3200 Sencore Drive, Sioux Falls, S.0. 57107
Phone 1 605,339.0100 TWX 910,660-0300

"THE ALL AMERICAN MADE LINE OF QUALITY TEST ECUIPMENT"
...for more details circle 127 on Reader Service Card
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Tips For Easier
Adjustment of SSB
Transceivers

SO 239
(CB & 50 -OHM
MARINE EQUIP.)

10.0HM REACTIVE
OUTPUT (SOME 2- TO
4 -MHz MARINE EQUIP.)

BREAK HERE
FOR 50 -OHM
CONNECTION

ANTENNA
RELAY

By David Norman, ET -D Communications Editor

An overview of general procedures

Fig. 1-Composite illustration which shows the
locations of the 50 -ohm output test points in
typical types of SSB equipment.

Most SSB units can be accu- unit for which no service data is of the oscillator crystal might be
available, you have two choiceseither tell the customer, "Thanks,
circuitry for both the receive and but no thanks," or be prepared to
transmit modes. Because of this spend a lot of time on the job.)
rately classified as "transceivers"
because they use much of the same

"dual" use of some circuits, the

Adjust the trimmers to the exact
prescribed frequency, taking care

order of tuning is sometimes very
critical, especially frequency ad- to avoid loading the oscillator.
justment of oscillators. If the oscil- After completing the oscillator
lators are the last or nearly last frequency adjustment, recheck it.
items to be adjusted, IF and BFO (Did you ever watch a frequency
(or equivalent) adjustments often counter and "diddle" the wrong adwill not be compatible and the justment?) For most oscillator adwhole setup procedure might have justments, the "clarifier," or fine
to be repeated several times. Thus, tuning, adjustment must be set to
you should always adjust the oscil- midrange.
lator frequency first.
When oscillator frequency adOne nice thing about SSB is that justment is completed to your
most oscillators are very stable satisfaction, proceed to transmit(although drift of more than 200 ter alignment and carrier balance.
Hz can cause signals to be com- (Note: Some manufacturers

necessary.
If you did not connect a 50 -ohm

dummy load to the transmitter
prior to making the oscillator fre-

quency adjustment (frequency
often can be adjusted with the

transceiver in the receive mode,
which does not require a dummy
load), now connect the "input" side

of a wattmeter (Bird Model 43 or
equivalent) to the 50 -ohm output

of the transceiver and then connect a 50 -ohm dummy load to the

"output" side of the wattmeter. If
the unit has an SO -239 or similar
coaxial output, use that point. If
the unit is designed for single -wire

feed, as are many older marine

units, you might have to look

around a bit for the proper

pletely unreadable) and adjust- specify IF alignment as the next point-it is usually on the arm of
ments usually cover a more than step. In such cases, use your own the antenna relay or at the "inadequate range. The proper test judgment to determine whether or board" side of the antenna loading
not to deviate from the manufac- coil (see Fig. 1).
schematics and/or service manu- turer's recommended procedure.)
Connect a scope or sensitive RF
als. (Right here is as good a place If the oscillator cannot be adjusted TVM (see the SSB article in the
as any to note that if you have a to your satisfaction, replacement November 1975 issue of ET/D)
across the 50 -ohm point and key
the transmitter on a channel programmed for A3J (carrier 40 dB
TABLE 1
down from full PEP output), or
RF RMS Voltages Vs PEP Power Across 50 -Ohm Load
SSB Suppressed Carrier. If any
(P=E2/R)
modulation is noted, disconnect or
short the mike output to eliminate
RATED PEP OUTPUT
any chance of confusion. (Carrier
balance can still be achieved even
OPERATIONAL MODE *
15W (CB)'
50W
100W
150W
with some modulation, but it is a

point is indicated on practically all

lot easier with all audio removed.)
SSB Full Modulation
(Single Tone)
SSB Reduced Carrier
(16 dB down, no modulation)

27.5V

50.0V

70.7V

86.5V

NA

7.9V (1.25W)

11.2V (2.5W)

13.7V (3.75W)

- 7V

.86V

11.2V (2.5W)

13.7V (3.75W)

SSB Suppressed Carrier (40 dB down, no modulation)
AME (carrier 6 dB down,
no modulation)

.275V

5V

Adjust the carrier balance control(s) for minimum carrier out.
Use the formula P (power) = E2
(RF rms voltage squared) divided

by R (resistance of the dummy
load) to determine that the suppressed carrier is at least 40 dB
down. Table 1 gives approximate

NA

7.9V (1.25W)

RF voltage readings for various
modes and power levels.

* See text regarding power supply limiting
** Depending on unit, these readings might be zero
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If the carrier won't balance,

check the diodes in the balanced

modulator or its equivalent or channels will usually be within 10 effect on performance.
check the possibility that power percent. Most SSB units have
Before you have to tune a unit
supply hum is causing unwanted enough reserve drive to permit with a customer looking over your
modulation. If the equipment is
required to operate in transmit

modes A3H or A3A (see Table 2 for

an explanation of operating

modes), set up or program the
transceiver for the required carrier insertion. Because there are

"evening out" of the output on all shoulder, practice a few times in
channels.
seclusion. The experience and conAll adjustments mentioned so fidence gained will be well worth
far have used either carrier alone the time invested.

or single -tone modulation. Be-

cause of power supply limiting ac-

As far as I am concerned, the
most difficult and critical part of

tion and the design of the final SSB servicing is AME (amplitude
so many different methods of amplifier, some units will not pro- modulation equivalent) adjust-

achieving carrier insertion, you
usually should follow the proce-

dure outlined in the manufac-

turer's data.
Once proper carrier insertion is
achieved, proceed to the ALC (au-

tomatic limiter control) adjustment. Apply single -tone modulation for this adjustment.
The ALC limits the output to a

preset level regardless of how
much excess modulation (mike

audio) is applied. If the output exceeds or is less than the manufac-

turer's specs dictate, it might be
necessary to check the regulated
voltage which controls the ALC
circuitry. At this point you might
need to "tweak" the output circuitry if it has been misadjusted.
The next step is to adjust the
channel levels for approximately
equal output readings. Despite

manufacturers' claims, exact
equalization might not be possible

because of inherent nonlinear
gain of the amplifiers across the
frequency spectrum. Just do the

duce full PEP with single -tone ment. (If it makes you feel any betmodulation. If you suspect that ter, I have never personally spoSSB Suppressed Carrier operation

ken with anyone who was satisfied

two-tone modulation and compute

About the only thing for which it is

reading wattmeter. Just re-

ing.)

is less than it should be, apply with AME, or A3H, performance.

PEP from a scope or a peak - really useful is tuning and load-

member that, because two-tone

Loading is extremely critical on

single -tone modulation, two-tone

cuitry to achieve reasonable per-

modulation provides a much AME channels and might even relighter duty cycle than does quire modification of output cir-

modulation readings on a stan- formance. If you get into trouble
dard wattmeter must be multi- here, contact the factory; one of
plied by 2.5 to obtain PEP read- their technicians might be able to
ings.

After you have the transceiver

suggest a few things you can try.

Just don't lose your cool; any

operating normally into a 50 -ohm
load, you are ready to perform an-

reasonable expense can and

made by tuning the antenna, antenna coupler, or antenna loading
coils and capacitors for minimum
SWR or reflected power. During
this procedure, leave one side of
the wattmeter connected to the
50 -ohm output of the transceiver
and the other side connected to

tion, don't give away all your profit; leave some slack for callbacks.
You will probably need it.

should be charged to the customer.

tenna adjustments. These are If this is your first SSB installaWhen ordering a "first" unit,
call the factory or their represen-

tative and tell them as much as
you can about the particular in-

where the 50 -ohm output would be

stallation you have in mind. After
you are satisfied that the person to
whom you are talking knows his

after tuning will have negligible

continued on page 48

best that you can. If the output connected during normal operalevels on all channels are about tion. If the meter is a type which stuff, ask him to recommend at
the same except for one or two- has low insertion loss, removal least one antenna that he knows
and you can bet that these will be

low, not high-with the drive adjustments reduce the output level
of the "high -gain" channels down
to the lower level. You might then
be able to increase the gain of all

TABLE 2
Modes of SSB Operation

channels with the ALC or final
bias adjustment.

Don't let the final bias vary

much from the recommended setting. If excessive final current is

drawn, the final won't stay until
the water gets hot. Some newer

units are purposely equipped with
weak, or "soft", power supplies to
protect the final circuitry. In other
words, they will only deliver a lim-

ited current at the rated voltage.
Always operate the unit at power
levels below the point where this
"poor boy" limiting occurs. If the
unit is properly adjusted and the
finals have not been damaged in

the process, the output on all

MODE

TERMINOLOGY

CARRIER LEVEL

A3J

SSB Suppressed Carrier

Carrier at least 40 dB down
from full PEP output

A3A

SSB Reduced Carrier

Carrier 16 dB down from
full PEP output

(Also called "Pilot Carrier")
A3 H

SSB Amplitude Modulation
Equivalent CAME-often mistakenly

Carrier 3 to 6 dB down from full
PEP output

called "SSB full carrier"

Note: A3J has lightest duty cycle and produces maximum range for comparable power
consumption-A3A is next and A3H is last. As a rule, all three modes are full PEP rated
when fully modulated: the difference is the amount of carrier present. (Even conventional AM transmission can be PEP rated.)
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COMM CHAT

foreign- and domestically -pro-

have to replace in one brand and

duced CB units:

model of CB unit after every electrical storm. This indicates to me
that this manufacturer has not de-

1) Wide variations in output
power, even among units in the
same shipment. Such variations
range from a high of nearly 6
watts to a low of below 2.5 watts.

signed his CB units to withstand

even a small amount of static
buildup.

I recently purchased for my own
2) Crystal problems of diverse
types. Most common are dead or use a $170, American -made CB

"low -activity" crystals, but in unit. After receiving several

some cases the right crystals were poor -signal reports, I benched the

soldered in the wrong places. unit and discovered that several
While frequency is usually well channels were out of tolerance to a
within permitted tolerance, varia- degree that made the unit illegal.
tions of more than plus or minus 1 The unit had been in operation
only three months.
KHz have been encountered.
3) Excessive mike gain, someI replaced it with another

times so bad that background American -made unit from anoth-

noise in a moving automobile or er manufacturer and found the reoffice prevents intelligible conver- placement so plagued with alternator whine that I had to install
sation.
4) Improperly tuned transmit- an audio choke in the power supters. This problem is usually re- ply to correct the situation. Had
With David Norman, ET/D Corn munications Editor

IN "Haste makes waste."
The truth of this trite old saying

lated to problem No. 1 and is easily

this occured only on my vehicle (a

corrected-if the slugs don't break 1974 Ford pickup), I would have
while you are attempting adjust- suspected impending alternator
ment.
5) Improperly aligned receivers.

failure and would not have blamed

the CB unit. However, this is not
the case. On the contrary, several
is being poven today by some of
owners are experiencing similar
problems. (Former models of this
the manufacturers of CB units. In
their rush to meet the demands
brand included a line choke, but it
and reap the profits of a booming ponent leads. These often show up was left out of the "redesigned"
CB market, some manufacturers after a few days or hours of normal unit.)
seem to have thrown quality con- operation.
My principal reason for discusstrol and final inspection "out the
7) Defective microphone ele- ing in this column the problem of
window." (And, based on the in- ments and other faulty or poorly "factory -originated" defects is to
creasing number of dead -on - built components.
make newcomers to CB retailing
arrivals, it seems to me they must
The preceding list is only a par- and servicing aware of the fact
also be literally throwing some of tial one. I am sure that many of that, before they commit themtheir products out the factory win- you could add to it.
selves to the sale and warranty
Although defects 2, 6 and 7 in servicing of a particular brand, if
dows too.)
Because of this lack of reasona- the preceding list can be caused by possible they first should check
ble attention to quality control shipping damage, the lack of visi- with other communications
and final inspection by some CB ble damage to shipping containers dealer/servicers in their area to
manufacturers (not all are guilty), leads me to conclude that even determine whether or not the
I and many of the other CB these defects are usually "factory brand is one of those plagued by
dealer/servicers whom I know originated," probably as a result of the "built-in" troubles I've de-

Sensitivity isn't as big a problem
here as is distortion.
6) Cold solder joints, and even
intermittent shorts between com-

have been forced to adopt the the manufacturer's acceptance scribed.
costly policy of opening up certain and use of poor -quality compoIt is not only aggravating but

brands of new CB units and giving nents from vendors, and, in some
them a complete check out before cases, even poor design.
If only a small percentage of
delivering them to the customer. I
don't care if final inspection stick- microphone elements failed after
ers and quality control labels are a month or so of operation, I would
stuck over every square inch of the be willing to attribute the probaboxes these units are shipped in, ble cause to user abuse; however, a
experience has proven to me that I failure rate of 50 percent, which I
personally have experienced with
shouldn't believe them.
As proof of this problem, follow- some brands, implies that the
ing is a list of a few of the "hot from cause of the eventual failure
the factory" defects I and other CB existed before the customer
dealer/servicers have recently en- purchased the unit.

also time-consuming and costly to

have to open up every unit of a
particular brand and perform adjustments, alignment and final inspection procedures which should
have been accomplished before the
unit was put in the box at the factory. So before, you commit yourself, do some checking, and then be
selective.

Hopefully, the problem of

"factory -originated" defects will
eventually be eliminated as more
countered on a recurring basis in
Another example of "factory CB manufacturers begin to realize
the "average -priced" units of some originated" defects is the number that the costs of in -warranty re nationally -known brands of of receiver RF amplifiers which I
continued on page 47
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TEST INSTRUMENT REPORT

Sylvania Chek-A-Color Model CK3000
Color T1/ Test Jig
The color TV test jig, when used
properly, can be the most valuable
piece of test equipment for shop or
field applications. Not only does it

make shop service work physically lighter, but saves a substan-

tial amount of time and effort

when troubleshooting color TV
sets.

Many of the difficult to locate
problems in color TV sets can be
caused by a defect in the picture

tube itself, and unfortunately,

some of these defects cannot be de-

tected by the better color picture
tube tester.
To replace a color picture tube
for test purposes can be a time con-

suming practice and one mistake
can practically equal the cost of a
test jig.
When troubleshooting with the
test jig, we know that the picture
tube and other jig components are
good, and suspected components

in the defective TV set can be heavy console models, this is a
quickly checked by the substitu- very important factor. Pulling and
transporting only the chassis, in
tion method.
A shorted deflection yoke wind- comparison to the complete reing or defective dampening com- ceiver, can eliminate an extra
ponents, which cause the loss of man's time and heavy lifting.
You may now be using a test jig,
high voltage or insufficient vertical and horizontal sweep, are but it may have become obsolete
other problems which can be since the introduction of hybrid,
quickly checked. Convergence all solid state, new high -anode
board and picture tube neck com- voltage and in -line picture tube
ponents are also among the many chassis, and you would like to
troubles that can be diagnosed purchase a new test jig to service
all chassis types with a minimum
with the color TV test jig.

Employing the test jig as a number of accessories.

monitor to locate problems in the
chassis, enables the chassis to be
worked on with physical freedom
without disturbing the alignment
of the receiver's picture tube.
When applied on service calls,
the test jig will often enable accurate determination of how much of

Recently we had the opportun-

ity to review Sylvania's new

Chek-A-Color, Model CK 3000
Solid-State/Hybrid/Tube Color receiver test jig, shown in Fig. 1.
Test Jig Components

The principle components
the receiver will have to be re- employed in the Chek-A-Color
moved for shop service. With test jig, Fig. 2, include a 90 -degree
... , ............

MINIM 111111111-71110;

Fig. 2-Side view showing the principal components employed in Sylvania's Chek-A-Color test
jig.

1'

'

-11111111111-

Fig. 3-Photo taken in ETD's test laboratory
showing the test jig in operation, producing a
well proportioned TV picture.

Fig. 1-Sylvania Chek-A-Color Model CK 3000
Solid-State/Hybrid/Tube Color Receiver Test Jig.
For more information about this instrument, circle 105 on the READER SERVICE CARD.

"YOKE PROGRAM -SOCKET

(MATES WITH YP PLUG-IN
YOKE PROGRAM MODULES)
NORIZ.
100 pF

YOKE PROGRAMMER
AUTOFORMER

H
CK3000 DEFLECTION YOKE

070

30445

PLUG IN

vERT.

3.

rY-T-Y1.10410.

COLD

9
12

0

\I

0
0

8

/

II

10

0
0

0
0

3WEVNIArnoNs
3-4-5
3-4-8
3.4
1-2-6 3-4-8
1-7
2-3
1-2-6 3-4-5

YPO5 500p.h 1-2-8
YPI
Imh
1-2-5
1-2-7
YP3 3mh

6-7
6-7

YP7 7mh
YPI2 12mh

5-7

YP16

16mh

7-8

FRONT PANEL 'DEFLECTION"
PLUG (MATES WITH 0207
DEFLECTION EXTENSION SUPPLIED)

Fig. 4-Adapters and extensions used to connect
the test jig to a Sylvania E10-2 color TV chassis.

Autoformer.
Schematic diagram of deflection circuit employing a Yoke Programmer.

Courtesy Of Sylvania.
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strontium -leaded, 13V, vertical line phosphor screen, in -line color
picture tube, a 90 -degree deflec-

deflection yoke must always be
.

tion yoke, an in -line static convergence and purity magnet assembly, an exclusive Sylvania patented, impedance -matching
(Yoke Programmer) deflection
circuit, and an adjustable focus
voltage supply featuring a thick
film, voltage -divider circuit for
chassis with other than a 4.5 kv
supply. The high voltage meter

.

the Yoke Programmer socket on
the front panel, Fig. 5, of the jig.
For this 90 -degree receiver deflection chassis, CRT Extension B230
(supplied) was used to connect the
receiver CRT socket to the jig front
panel "CRT" plug. When adapting

multiplier for measuring receiver

anode voltage from 0-35 kv. A
speaker is also standard equip-

to a receiver, such as this one, the
pin and jack are left connected so

ment on the unit.

that the receiver supplies focus
voltage directly to the test jig CRT,

General Features

and the focus was adjusted at the
receiver. If the receiver has other

The first important feature
which caught our eye was its compact size, and the ability to be used

Fig. 5-All input connections to the test jig are

with SCR, transistor, tube, and

type.

70 -and 90 -degree delta deflection
systems; and high and low focus -

voltage chassis of almost all
makes and models of TV sets,

located on the front panel and are of the plug-in

Another important feature we
liked about the test jig is its ability

to be quickly adapted to almost
any solid state, SCR, hybrid, as
well as tube deflection receiver,
with the yoke program modules

than standard focus voltage,
break this connection and plug the

pin into the "Focus" voltage jack
on the front panel of the test jig. In

If the TV receiver under test is this case, the jig CRT focus voltage

not equipped with a standard is obtained from the receiver

focus supply, the focus lead of the anode voltage through the voltage
B230 Extension is interrupted at a divider network contained in the
pin and jack connector. Then sim- test jig. The focus is now adjusted

excluding receivers employing a ply connect the pin plug to the
toroidal deflection yoke.
focus jack on the front panel of the
All input connections to the test jig, and focus the picture with the
jig are located on the front panel focus adjust control mounted
and are of the plug-in type, allow- below the meter on the front panel
ing it to be used on the bench or it of the color TV test jig.
can be built into the wall, if desired. The unit is light and com- Setup and Operation
pact enough to be carried in the
The Chek-A-Color test jig was
service vehicle for in -home servicing.

chassis under test may be dam-

aged if the deflection circuit is not
properly terminated.
The specified YP1 Yoke Programmer Module was inserted into

has a 50 i.ta movement with a

hybrid sweep TV sets; the newer
high -anode 30 kv voltage chassis

properly connected before turning
on the power to the receiver. The

by the focus control on the front
panel in this case.
The chassis ground lead terminated in an alligator clip, emerging from the front panel of the jig,
was connected to the color TV receiver chassis. It is important that

this connection is securely made
before applying power to the chas-

connected to a new Sylvania sis to prevent a shock hazard and
solid-state E10-2 color TV chassis,

as shown in Fig. 3.

potential damage to receiver chassis components, as well as to pro-

All accessories numbers re- vide accurate front panel anode

quired for the set-up were found in voltage metering.
the Check -A -Color Setup manual
The speaker wires of the TV
supplied with the jig. The model chassis were connected to a phono

and chassis numbers of most TV jack on the front panel of the jig
sets are listed, and then you are with a two -wire lead terminated
bility feature is achieved by Syl- referred to a set-up number which on one end with phono plug and
vania's new patented Yoke Pro- lists the accessories to use for the the other end with alligator clips.
grammer circuit. The Yoke Pro- connections between the jig and
The test jig was received comsupplied with the jig. This adapta-

grammer modules are simply the TV chassis. The set-up number pletely assembled, pre -converged,
plugged into the Yoke Program for this particular chassis is 67A, and ready for use.
socket located on the front panel of that requires a number YP1 Yoke

We were quite pleased with the

the instrument. The modules Programmer, D407/B207 Deflec- well proportioned picture re-

series, parallel and/or transform tion Yoke Adapter/Extension and ceived, as shown in Fig. 3, with
a B230 Picture Tube Adapter/ very little indication of yoke misa variety of impedances to the Extension, Fig. 4, which is com- match. No adjustments were

the test jig yoke coupling to reflect

sweep circuits of the TV receiver.

mon to most 90 -degree deflection necessary on the TV chassis,

If the TV receiver under test TV chassis. A Convergence Bal- eliminating many repeated ad-

provides a standard focus voltage last was not required, instead we justments when the chassis is reof about 4.5 kv, it is coupled to the grounded pin 3 of the convergence placed in the color TV set.
jig through the B230 CRT Exten- socket. The covergence circuit is

sion which is supplied, then the not generally so critical and in
focus is adjustable at the TV re- some sets can be left open if a suitceiver.
able adapter is not available. The
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Accessories

Provided with each Chek-Acontinued on page 47

For more information on Weston circle 132 on Reader Inquiry Card -OP.

Now buy the WESTON "Drop -Proofed"
champ on your credit card*

*Offer good tot MP STER CHARGE and BANK AMERICARD
only. Allow 2 weeps for delivery.

For the first time, an opportunity to get the Weston

"Drop -Proofed' VOM on your credit card ...and

have the meter of your choice drop -shipped
directly to you. Save time and energy.
Weston will send any VOM in the 660 series on
your Master Charge or Bank Americard.
These are the units you have seen and heard
about. The Weston VOM widely known in the industry for reliability, accuracy, ease of operation,

and warranted "Drop -Proofed" construction assures proper functioning even after an accidental
drop of up to five feet.
All you have to do to get the "Drop -Proofed"
leader is to fill out the card at right-completely,
please-and return it. You don't even need a stamp.
Weston has made the card postage -free.

Please send me the WESTON 660 VOM
"Drop -Proofed" Champ
Name

Address

Model
Price

Quantity

660
$79.00
(

661
$91.00

)

(

662

663

666

$122.50

$135.00

$164.00

(

)

(

)

)

(

)

Add $2.00 for handling charge. (New Jersey residents add 5% sales
fax to cost of unit.)

Total amount of purchase $
PLEASE CHECK ONE

MASTER CHARGE

If you wish, you can send a check or money
order. Be sure to ,ndicate on the card the method
you prefer.
Waste no more time getting the "Drop -Proofed"
VOM you've always wanted but just haven't had
the chance to buy. Now, it couldn't be easier.

Zip Code

State

City

BANK AMERICARD

MONTH

INTERBANK NO

YEAR

EXP. DATE

Payment by check Payment by money order
Offer effective through Mar., 1976.

General Features
Completely drop -proofed
Custom ruggedized self -shielded taut -band mechanism
Diode -protected meter movement
Temperature compensated
Unique pluggable circuit board assemblies
Special calibrated scales for dB measurement
Circuit recalibration without case disassembly
Quality components used throughout
External fuse replacement
All controls flush with edge of case

Single range switch
Self -storing handle
Input terminals spaced for use with double banana jacks

Specifications
MODEL 660

MODEL 662

MODEL 661

MODEL 663

MODEL 666

Accuracy

2% DC (1.5% on 50 ua range)
3% AC

1% DC
2% AC

2% DC (1.5% on 50 ua range)
3% AC With Overload Relay

1% DC

Sensitivity

20,000 ohms/volt DC
5,000 ohms/volt AC

20,000 ohms/volt DC
5,000 ohms/volt AC

20,000 ohms/volt DC
5,000 ohms/volt AC

20,000 ohms/volt DC
5,000 ohms/volt AC

Dimensions

7"H X 5"W X 21/4"D

7"H X 5"W X 2I/4"D

7"H X 5"W x 21/4"D

7"H X 5"W X 21/4"D

7"H X 5"W X 21/4"D

Weight

Less than 2 lbs. (Batteries
included)

Less than 2 lbs. (Batteries
included)

Less than 2 lbs. (Batteries
included)

Less than 2 lbs. (Batteries
included)

Less than 2 lbs. (Batteries
included)

Ranges

DC Millivolts 0-250
DC Volts 0-2.5/0-10/0-50/0-

250/0-500/0-1000/
AC Volts 0-2.5/0-10/0-50/
0-250/0-500/0-1000/
VAC Output 0-2.5/0-10/0-50/

DC Millivolts 0-250
DC Volts 0-2.5/0-10/0-50/
0-250/0-500/0-1000/
AC Volts 0-2.5/0-10/0-50/
0-250/0-500/0-1000/
VAC Output 0-2.5/0-10/0-50/

DC Millivolts 0-250
DC Volts 0-2.5/0-10/0-50/
0-250/0-500/0-1000/
AC Volts 0-2.5/0-10/0-50/
0-250/0-500/0-1000/
VAC Output 0-2.5/0-10/0-50/

DC Millivolts 0-250
DC Volts 0-2.5/0-10/0-50/
0-250/0-500/0-1000/
AC Volts 0-2.5/0-10/0-50/
0-250/0-500/0-1000/
VAC Output 0-2.5/0-10/0-50/

0-250
DC Microamps 0-50

0-250
DC Microamps 0-50

0-250
DC Microamps 0-50

0-250
DC Microamps 0-50

DC Milliamps 0-1/-10/0-100/

DC Milliamps 0-1/0-10/0-100/

DC Milliamps 0-1/0-10/0-100/

DC Amps 0-10

0-500
DC Amps 0-10

0-500
DC Amps 0-10

Ohms RX1(0-2K)200center/
RX10(0-20K)200S2center/
RX100(0-200K)2000SIcenter/
RX1000(0-2Meg)20KOcenter/
RX10K(0-20Meg) 200kt/center
dB Scales (1 mw on 600 ohm

Ohms RX1(0-2K)204center/
RX10(0-20K)200f2center/
RX100(0-200K)2000S1center/
RX1000(0-2Meg)20K11center/
RX10K(0-20Meg) 200Kf2center
dB Scales (1 mw on 600 ohm

Ohms RX1(0-2K)200center/
RX10(0-20K)200f2center/
RX100(0.200K)2000ficenter/
RX1000(0-2Meg)20KfIcenter/
RXIOK(0-20Meg) 200M/center
dB Scales (1 mw on 600 ohm

0-500
DC Amps 0-10
Ohms RX1(0-2K)20fIcenter/
RX10(0-20K)200f1center/
RX100(0-200K)200012center/
RX1000(0-2Meg)20Kf2center/
RX10K(0-20Meg) 200Kf2center
dB Scales (1 mw on 600 ohm

DC Millivolts 0-100/0-300
DC Volts 0-1/0-3/0-10/0-30/
0-100/0-300/0-1000
AC Millivolts 0-100/0-300
AC Volts 0-1/0-3/0-10/0-30/
0-100/0-300/0-1000
DC Microamps 0-1/0-10/0-100
DC Milliamps 0-1/0-10/0-30
AC Microamps 0-1/0-10/0-100
AC Milliamps 0-1/0-10/0-30
Ohms (7 normal and 7 low
power ranges) RX1/RX10/
RX100/RX1K/ RX10K/RX100K/

line) -10 to +10/+2 to
+221+16 to +36/
+30 to +50/+36 to +56

line) -10 to +10/ +2 to
+22/ +16 to +36/ +30 to
+50/ +36 to +56

line) -10 to +10/ +2 to

line) -10 to +10/ +2 to

DC Milliamps 0-1/0-10/
0-100/0-500

+22/ +16 to +36/
+30 to +50/ +36 to +56

2% AC With Overload Relay

+22/ +16 to +36/

2% DC volts, 3% AC volts
3% DC current, 4% AC current
10 megohm DC, 10 megohm

(100 pfd) AC, current circuit
100 millivolt drop

RX1Meg

dB Scales -40 to -18/ -30 to

-8/ -20 to +2/ -10 to +12/
0 to +22/ +10 to
+32/ +20 to +42/ +30 to
+52/ +40 to +62

+30 to +50/ +36 to +56

FIRST CLASS
PERMIT NQ 392
NEWARK, N.J.

WESTON INSTRUMENTS, INC.
614 FRELINGHUYSEN AVENUE, NEWARK. N. J. 07114
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Schlumberger

Selecting Equipment For
Your Auto Electronics Bench
By Joseph J. Carr, ET/D Vehicular Electronics Editor

What you need and do not need
The inventory of equipment

which you should have for accurate and efficient bench servicing
of auto electronics products depends on what types of products
you service, how much of each type

you service, and your approach to
servicing each.
Because of these variables, it is
unrealistic to attempt to come up

necting it from the battery.)
If you want to avoid these problems, you can just as easily use a

medium -or heavy-duty battery

eliminator such as those shown in
Figs 2A and 2B. Several manufacturers offer ready -built and/or kit
power supplies which are capable

tor is desired) times the rms voltage applies. If your transformer offers up to 30 volts (rms), the small-

est standard PIV rating will be
greater than the required rating
(3 x 30 = 90 volts), so buy a diode

with a 100 -volt PIV rating (or

greater). A Variac transformer is
of handling all or at least part of used in the primary of the circuit
the supply chores on an auto elec-

in Fig. 1 to control output voltage.

Try to avoid SCR "lamp dimmer"
with an "all-inclusive" list of tronics bench.
If you have a good source of types of controls because they
equipment brands and specs.

However, there are some "common denominators' which generally apply to all situations, and it
is on these general requirements
that this article focuses.
THE POWER SUPPLY

The one instrument common to
all auto electronics service operations is a DC power supply. There
are several alternatives available
and at least one should be suited to
your needs.
In my book titled Automobile
Electronics Servicing Guide (Sams
20927) I describe several power

supply systems which use auto

storage batteries and various

charging schemes. The one advantage of such systems is that an extremely large amount of current is
available at relatively low cost.
You cannot, however, make de-

cisions based on a single advan-

tage, and the disadvantages to
such systems are powerful. One is
the need for weekly service of the
battery. (In my "apprentice" days I
must have checked and filled bat-

surplus electronics, you might create "hash" interference in the
want to build your own supply into
the bench. A circuit such as that in

Fig. 1 has been used successfully
in the past. The transformer is a
military surplus type which offers
a secondary voltage of 12-30 volts
(rms) and a current of 10-30 amperes. Don't ask for type numbers,

batteries. Besides acid spills,

there is also the possibility of ex-

plosion if the vent holes get
clogged or if someone causes a
spark around the battery. (I saw
one man take a facefull of sulphuric acid because he did not
turn a charger off before discon-

There are several good reasons

why you should have a heavy-duty
supply for auto electronics servic-

ing. One, of course, is that some
auto electronics equipment draw a

lot of current. (Signal seeker
radios and many tape players use

because such transformers are solenoids which can draw a relaavailable only on a catch -as -catch - tively large amount of current
can basis. Try shopping where when energized.) Another reason

ham radio operators do or attend for a heavy-duty supply is to allow
their "hamfests." Such transform- you to "cook test" several sets at a
ers often turn up at those places. (I time without tying up your workbench. Weak supplies, even if they
once found one in a city dump.)
The diodes used to rectify the can "hack it" for single ratio operAC in Fig. 1 are stud mounted on ation, tend to give up the ghost
heat sinks. They should have cur- (often before they are fully paid

rent ratings of not less than 25 for) because of the inevitable
amperes (50 or 100 ampere types
are preferred). The peak inverse
voltage (PIV) rating of any power
supply diode used with a capaci-

shorted power leads that seem to
plague auto electronics benches.
Delco has offered some attractive power supplies which are cus-

tive input filter system must not tom designed for servicing their
be less than 2.82 (3, if a safety fac- heavy -drain, signal -seeker re -

teries with distilled water a

thousand times.) Another disadvantage is the danger inherent in

AM band.

TI

AMMETER
0-15 DCA

115 VAC
50 Hz

T10,000 mid
50 WVDC

CIRCUIT
BREAKER
15 AMP

OUTPUT

VOLTMETER©
0-20 VDC

Fig. 1-Power supply for car radio/tape player servicing.
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Fig. 3-Crystal-controlled, 1-to-2OMHz oscillator.

ally need a signal tracer. You also
need an oscilloscope. If forced to
make a choice, I prefer a scope in
generator, don't retire it; it'll do lieu of the tracer.
just as fine. It isn't, however, an
A wide -band scope is not essenessential item.
tial for auto electronics servicing,
Alternatively, if you have more but because the difference in price
time than service volume, you can between some service -grade,
make 'up a crystal -controlled, wide -band and narrow -band types
battery -powered, RF marker is relatively small, the extra utilgenerator such as those in Figs. 3 ity of a wide -band type might be
and 4. By choosing a 9 -MHz type worth the price difference to some
as one of the crystals, you can ob- auto electronics specialists. Those
tain three very convenient calib- of you "nonspecialists" who also
"service -grade" types of RF signal
generators. Of course, if you have
a lab -grade, multi-kilobuck

(E)

Fig. 2-Examples of typical heavy- and
medium -duty bench power supplies. A) Medium
duty. B) Heavy duty.

ceivers. The Model P1200 and
P612 Delco supplies were once
something of a standard. If you

ration points at both of the ends service TV have no choice-you

can obtain one of these at a and the middle of the FM broad- need a wide -band (at least up to

reasonable price, do so (at last cast band. (Harmonics of 9 MHz 5 -MHz) scope.
word they were no longer being include 90, 99, and 108 MHz.)
Your bench VTVM should have
made). Heath, Eico, RCA, B & K
When stereo car radios were 0.5-, 1.5- and 15 -volt DC scales.
and certainly others also make first introduced we could get by These seem to be the best ranges
power supplies suitable for auto with the slight misalignment of for typical auto -radio voltage

electronics servicing. Look for a

variable voltage over a range of 0 -

the decoder section which resulted
from our use of "off -the -air" sig-

20 or 0 - 30 volts and a current nals during alignment. Today,
capability of not less than 6 am- many car stereo radios are as good
peres continuous and 15 amperes as most home stereo component
intermittent. (The rule of thumb receivers and better than many.
regarding current capability is With 2- and 4 -channel stereo so
"the more the supply will hack, widespread and with more custhe better." Buy as tough of a supply as you can afford.)
SIGNAL GENERATORS

The "good old days" in auto elec-

tronics were simpler than today.
All we really "needed" for a signal
generator was a Don Bosco Mosquito and a wet thumb. (Some re-

pairs can be accomplished even
today with such simple and inex-

pensive equipment, but not
many.)

For servicing in the AM band,
you can use just about any of the

levels. If you prefer a VOM, try
getting one with 100,000 ohms/
volt, for use in solid-state circuits.
For in -the -car use, opt for an in-

expensive, small VOM. Another
reason for using a cheap VOM for
in -car servicing is that, for some
reason, expensive VOMs tend to
tomerswho "know how it should "leave with the customer" more
sound," today you must have a de- often than the $10 imported type.
cent stereo generator. Seat -of - Also, all you need a VOM for in
the -britches alignment is no most in -car situations is to mealonger acceptable.
sure continuity (not how many
ohms) and to find out whether or
TRACERS, METERS & SCOPES
not 12 volts is on an "A" lead.
The test equipment requireIf you have an old, cheap audio
ments of auto electronics servicing scope, it might be wise to permaare generally simpler than those nently connect its vertical input
of TV or other types of servicings. across one speaker of a stereo sysTo be sure, the stereo generator is tem and its horizontal input
needed, but in many other classes across the other. The predictable

of instrument relatively common difference between mono and
types will suffice. You occasion- stereo patterns displayed by such
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Fig. 5-One "popular" auto electronics bench
configuration.

Fig. 4-Crystal-controlled, 100-KHz to 2000-KHz oscillator, most of the circuitry of which is contained in a single type SN7400 TTL integrated circuit. (Crystals for this oscillator circuit and
that in Fig. 3 are available from a number of sources, including JAN Crystals, 2400 Crystal Dr., Fort

Meyers, Florida 33901. Specify for a 32-pf load and whatever type of holder you want-type
HC6/V or HC25 are recommended.)

a set up provide a quick go/no-go
test of decoder action in "stereo lamp -not -lit" cases.
THE BENCH ITSELF

adequate bench space and/or

bench drawers for the most frequently used parts, components,
and service aids.

Loudspeakers should be built

As with text equipment re- into the bench, and don't be
quirements, there is no one bench

configuration that can be called

sparse. At least four speakers are

Fig. 6-Auto radio holder devised by Frank
Weisel. Norfolk, Virginia.

needed for quad and it is often useful to have a couple of extras. Con-

Fig. 6 shows a build -it -yourself
radio holder which will prove use-

"holding" device can be made removable, for even greater bench

one intermittent -plagued radio.)
Some shop owners place behind

used. Almost everybody uses the
standard 6 x 9 car radio speaker
mounted behind a gray RSS grill.
The controversy is whether you
are better off with "cheapies" and
constant replacement, or heavyduty types which require less replacement but higher initial cost.
My preference is the most expensive, heavy-duty speaker and an
in -line fuse, to protect it against
excessive current. (It's absolutely
amazing how often power leads
fall across the speaker leads. This

which are stored the radios "up

Law of Selective Gravitation": when you are changing a multi -

"ideal" for all auto electronics servicers.
One "popular" bench configura-

tion is illustrated in Fig. 5. The
"shelf" is used for test equipment
and power supplies. The "panel"
between the bench and the shelf is
used for speakers and connections.
Whatever the configuration, the

bench should be wide enough to

permit the technician to simultaneously service two or more
pieces of equipment. (Unless you

are luckier than most of us auto
electronics techs, you'll probably
need "extra" bench space for set-

ting up and monitoring at least

sequently, shoot for at least six ful on any car radio/tape bench.
loudspeakers.
Devised by Frank Weisel of the
There are two schools of thought Auto Radio Center of Norfolk/
about which speakers should be Virginia Beach, Virginia, this
utility. Radios and tape players

are placed on top of the jig while
being serviced. This allows access
to both halves of the set without

disturbing those connections

which are always threatening to
disconnect. Additionally, if you
use perforated masonite for the
sides, you will find that the holes
are just the right size to hold the
standard 1/8 -inch volume control
shaft used in OEM US car radios.

the technician a low shelf on is an application of "Murphy's This feature is a real blessing

place at one end of the bench a
shelf for "just serviced" equip-

Anything dropped will fall where gang pot to which are clinging an
it does the most damage in the assortment of capacitors and reshortest period of time.)
sistors.

ment, which later is picked up by
the boss or a "helper" who prices
the job and, if necessary, places
the equipment in a more perma-

If you have any advice, ideas
out to a single stereo phone jack, so and/or comments which you be-

bench features help improve technicians productivity.

speaker cables which permit quick electonics servicers (or even a few
speaker connection to standard you aren't sure about), send them

next" for service. Some shops also

Speaker leads can be brought
out to phone jacks on the bench
"panel." Two should be brought

SHARE YOUR IDEAS

nent storage area. These two that you can make up special lieve will be helpful to other auto
Another feature which also

saves the bench technician both

Ford, Delco, Crysler and AMC to me, Joe Carr, ET/D, 1 E. First
radios. Also make several alliga- St., Duluth, Minn. 55802. I'll in-

time and effort, and therefore also
helps improve his productivity, is

tor -clip adapters for speaker con- clude them in CARR TALK, with,
nection to "non standard" radios. of course, credit to you.IM
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CARR TALK
With Joseph J. Carr, ET/D Vehicular and Outdoor Electronics Editor

When you start the test, do not
Whether you are a "young" tions (and, in some cases, answers)
electronic technician with theory after each segment of material. work problems or answer quesstill fresh in your memory or an Not only does this type of book tions in sequence. Make several
"older" technician with many help you evaluate your under- passes through the exam. On the
years separating you from the standing of the various knowledge first pass, answer those questions
laws and formulas of "textbook" areas covered by a particular test you know "cold turkey." On the
electronics, there probably will and thereby help you pinpoint second pass, answer those quescome a time in the near future your weaknesses, but it also pro- tions which require a moment of
when you'll be confronted with the vides an effective method of re- thought and those which require a
need to take a vocational test- view. This method is even more few quick, simple calculations.
either an FCC, state licensing, effective if you can entice some After you have done this, if time

pre -employment, or Certified other knowledgeable techniElectronic Technician (CET) cian(s) to "expand on" the questions in the book by asking you
test-or maybe all four types.
The "opportunity" for voca- other probing questions about any
tional test taking by electronic points of which you are unsure.
Another important aspect of
technicians is on the rise. Increased consumer and business preparing for a vocational test is to
use of FCC -controlled products begin far enough in advance of the

such as CB and other types of test date so that you have
two-way communications equip-

adequate time to pinpoint and fill

permits, go back and try to answer

the "dogs." If the exam is of the
usual multiple-choice type, you
lose just as much for no answer as
for a wrong answer. Consequently, if you are totally blind on any

one questions, an "eeny, meeny,
miny, mo..." answer is better than
none at all. Even through arbitrary selection of an answer you

ment, and the probability that in your knowledge gaps without have a one -in -four chance of "luckmore states will require licensing having to resort to last minute ing out." Also, if a couple of
of electronic technicians, plus the "cramming." If you begin early
fact that the increased complexity enough, you'll not only have a betof electronic technology and de- ter chance of obtaining a working
sign probably will invite more knowledge of all areas covered by
stringent testing of electronic the exam, you'll also be in a more

answers are totally impossible,
you can raise the odds in your
favor by eliminating them at the

outset. For example: "An Inductor

f)

technicians by prospective em- relaxed state of mind when test
ployers, increase your chance of day comes. Any educator or test
having to take a vocational test. administrator will tell you that
And because most electronics pre-test anxiety flunks about as

A) Is the guy who leads the or-

Strategy is an important aspect
licensing tests, cover both theory
and practical knowledge, neither of taking tests. Try to avoid taking
the "theory -wise" younger techni- tests when you are tired or irritacian nor the "practical -wise" older ble. Try to be at the examination
technician has any particular ad- place a bit early to fill out the
vantage. Both categories of tech- paperwork yet still have time for
nicians have inherent "knowledge relaxation. If possible, schedule
gaps" which they must recognize the exam at the time of day when
and "fill" before sitting down to you are at your peak. My best time
is early morning and that's when I
take a vocational test.
The first step in preparing for a like to take tests. Appear for your
vocational test is to take an honest exam early, rested, really relaxed,
inventory of what you know and and with an empty bladder.
If the exam requires you to work
don't know. Pinpointing the knowledge areas in which you are weak problems, learn to use either a
is probably the most difficult and slide rule or a scientific calculator.
the most important aspect of test The "slip -stick" is adequate and
costs under $10. Good scientific
preparation.
One method which I have found calculators which can probably do
to be effective is the "study guide" more math than you need cost less
type of book, which includes ques- than $100.

ily much like a long, slimey, green
thing.
Obviously, only B and C are possi-

chestra
B) Causes E to lead I in AC circuits
C) Causes Ito lead E in AC circuits

vocational tests, particularly many test takers as lack of know- D) Is an animal of the reptile famCET, pre -employment and state ledge.
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ble answers. Your chances are
now two to one rather than four to
one.

If you begin early and make a
reasonable and honest effort to de-

termine in which of the possible
areas of the test you are the most
weak and then concentrate on fill-

ing in these gaps along with a
general review of all knowledge
areas covered by the tests, when
test day comes you'll be both suffi-

ciently knowledgeable and emo-

tionally geared to take the test.

And if you supplement your know-

ledge and confidence with the

test -taking tips I've listed, there is

no way any test can whip you.

25JZ8 as shown in the schematic diagram, however, the
CE25 capacitor is used in the circuit regardless of the type

TECHNICAL DIGEST

of tube used.
The material used in this section is selected from
information supplied through the cooperation of the
respective manufacturers or their agencies.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Color TV Chassis MB-75-Power Supply Transformers and Assemblies

Power Supply Transformers for the MB -75 chassis are
now stocked separately. Previously they were stocked as
part of the Power Supply Assembly. If a transformer fails,
repair costs will be much less if you replace only the transADMIRAL
former instead of the complete assembly. The transformer
Color TV Chassis M24, M25, M30-Service Hint
catalog number is EP88X4.
symptom
of
insufficient
brightness
and
the
brightness
A
Since most of the transformer leads have crimped -on
limiter control has very little effect, can be caused by resis- terminals
for sockets and connectors, you will have to cut
tor R152 (8.2 K Vt w) having increased in value.
these leads and splice them. Be sure to cut them at a point
This resistor is located on the Color Master switch.
that will allow a safe splice. Each splice must be twisted,
Since there are many other things that can cause bright- soldered, and covered with heat shrinkable tubing. The
ness problems, a few preliminary checks should be made tubing is packed with the transformer.
This information applies to MA, MB, and MB -75 chassis

only. MC chassis use an entirely different transformer.
;

ON

OPCIT7111.5701087f0
1. lION. f 11 S/01.0748/311 R157
IIMITO ONSIOS.
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61418
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I/1JY
4.161U

81408

8111
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BRIGHT

361

106

6
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symptom. The problem can be corrected by resoldering all
connector pins on this module.
Radio Chassis R331/2/3/4-High Volume Whistle

Some R331, R332, R333 or R334 radios may whistle at
half to full volume due to the dress of the wire between

68,1/46
CRAY

108

points W127 and W128. This wire is located on the component side of the main P.C. board and must be routed in the

Cl??
2580

5%

The 120 volt Regulator module (Part No. 703660-1) could

NIMGRAY

R

<14I60 9145A

Color TV Chassis 1985/986-Inoperative Set

1111.1.2L1:111

i_!viOLET

I

10 Btu.

150 Oh

R1958

491111/GRN

ra I

58

ON

I

I

MAGNAVOX

develop an open connection at pin 11 and cause this

I

L

elk-- L105
BRIGHT

L
3

8611.

COLOR
R1408

SK

Off

f--1105

RIO

1911112

COLOR

I

:

3

Ilf

258

WxliuR
'2

ORR

1111.8*

61498

8,448

19PN'

R152,828.1/I

48

48

CONTRAST

CONTRAST

before pulling the control cluster to measure resistor R152.
For example, substitute the RGB/Chroma module; also,
check the 800 volt B+ supply for the CRT screen elements.
An 8.2 K, 1/2 watt resistor for the replacement of R152 is
available under Admiral Part No. 60A102-822.
Color TV Chassis 1(10-Insufficient Vertical Sweep

Now...
$50 VOM
features

A symptom of insufficient vertical sweep in the K10 color
chassis can possibly be caused by an open CE25 capacitor

for only
$19.95
We'll stack up our
new, economical

II,'

VERY 051

,

O. 73

f.

3.11

WV -547A against

Font

'001

CIII
071.1

COO

CW
Df

0-1

I/225.1Z8
`,0! A2WJ .10.41 X Willa

El

V,13

'500

(2.

05

II

CVI II

..E13
:1001

SOY

.

nII

Cl/1

MA",

3508

g.
0071

t

Oro

F?'
011/

any other general purpose
VOM selling for up to $50. Here's why:
Large, no -stick, taut -band, diode -protected meter.
Accuracy ± 3% DC, ± 4% AC with 20,000 Ohms/Volt
DC sensitivity.
5 functions, 19 ranges, with 1% precision resistors
on all ranges.
Rugged, high -impact plastic case.
Includes test leads. Carrying case also available.
See the WV -547A for yourself at any one of the more
than 1,000 RCA Distributors worldwide. Or contact:
RCA Distributor and Special Products Division, Bldg.
206-2, Cherry Hill Offices, Camden, N.J. 08101
(Phone 609 779-5715)
'Suggested Price

50 mfd, 150 volts). This capacitor is in the cathode circuit

of the vertical output tube. Replace it with Part No.
67A27-8.

Some K10 chassis use the 25LU8 tube instead of the

RCA

Electronic
Instruments
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FROM FORD: THE BIGGEST
PARCEL VAN EVER BUILT
14 -ft. body
is largest of any parcel
delivery van. 8 ft. wide,
6'2" headroom. Ford also
offers 12 -ft. body.

2,400 lbs. more

40% more cube
than Ford's previous largest
body to take pn bigger .obs.

weight rating than older
Fords. GVW's now go to
10,725 lbs.

Separate frame
provides strong support for
the longer body. No other
parcel van is built this way.

Dual rear tires

Power choice
includes 300 Six standard,
351 and 460 V -8's optional.

Wide doors

can take heavy weight,
keep load floor low.

and forward axle location
make it easy to step into
the roomy cab interior.

Ford Parcel Delivery Vans not
only take on big jobs, they make
the driver's job easy.
The engine's forward out of the
way. There's more room to get in,
more room to drive in. You can
step right across the cab or into
the load area. Cruise-O-Matic and
power front discs are standard.
See what's new in vans; see your
local Ford Dealer.

FORD MEANS DURABILITY

93 out of 100 of all Ford trucks built

in the last 12 years are still on the
job (R.L. Polk & Co. figures).

FORD
ECONOLINE
VANS
FORD DIVISION
...for more details circle 115 on Reader Service Card
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cable channel underneath the input shielded cable adja-

Color TV Chassis T981/2/7-Overheating Filament Transformers

cent to transformers T202 and T203. For minimum pickup
the lead should lie close to the chassis pan. If the lead must
be redressed, remove all the wires from the cable run, lay
the lead from W127 to W128 next to the P.C. board and
replace all cables back in the run.
This condition could also be caused by a defective coil
L402. In the event redressing the wire does not correct the
problem, replace L402.

Early versions of these chassis use a constant voltage
filament transformer that requires a series capacitor for

Color TV Chassis T981/2/7-Keystoned Or Slanted Raster

Capacitors C203 and C204 are the plus and minus 12 -

volt filter capacitors used in these chassis. When the
capacitor fails, it usually causes a small slanted raster with

proper operation. The capacitor is designated C316 and the
schematic has a footnote indicating which capacitor is required. If a wrong value capacitor is used, the transformer
will overheat.

Later version chassis do not use the constant voltage
filament transformer and, therefore, the capacitor is not

a keystone effect similar to a shorted yoke. These parts
should be replaced with 100 mfd. capacitors @ 25 VDC,
Part No. 270109-1225, to prevent the problem from reoccurring.

required. Some early version chassis were field modified to

eliminate buzzing transformers and the capacitor was
shorted out when the constant voltage type was replaced
with a non -constant voltage type. 11

Need low-cost instruments for frequency counting?
Period measurement? Events counting?

Get

them all
when you
build the
Heathkit IM -4100

Send for it today!

The new Heathkit IM -4100 is the most versatile low-cost counter we've ever offered. It's
a full five -digit frequency counter that can also function in a period mode or as a totalizer. Built-in input attenuation and 12 -volt operation add even more flexibility.
As a frequency counter, it's guaranteed to 30 MHz with 1 Hz resolution. Sensitivity is a

HEATH

Schiumberger

low 15 mV.

In the period mode, the IM -4100 measures intervals up to 99.999 seconds. Using the
millisecond time base, it will resolve 1 msec!

HEATH COMPANY
Dept. 24-12
Benton Harbor,
Michigan 49022

Please rush me my free Heathkit Catalog.

The totalize mode will add up event pulses up to a count of 99.999.

The attenuator divides input signal amplitude by 1, 10 or 100. A pushbutton resets the
display to zero in any mode. Front panel display includes overrange Indicator and gate
lamp. And the IM -4100 will operate from any 12 -volt source through a rear panel

ADDRESS

connector.

We saved the best part for last. The complete price of the versatile, compact, easy -to assemble Heathkit IM -4100 is only S129.95* (plus 1.80 shipping). For more information
on this and other outstanding instrument values, send for your free copy of the latest
Heathkit catalog.

STATE

CITY

All ORDER PRICES, F.O... FACTORY.
PRICES 6 SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANCE WITMOUT NOTICE.

ZIP

TE-330A
.1
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NEW PRODUCTS

More
chances

to be
right

IMPROVE
AN7 BRAND

Descriptions and specifications of the products included in this department are provided by the manufacturers. For additional information, circle the corresponding numbers on the Reader Service Card in
this issue.

TEST RIG
SERVICE

SOLID STATE
VHF/UHF/FM ANTENNA

137

The Finney Co. announces a new antenna, Model 1776. It is a 37 element

VHF -UHF -FM antenna featuring a
1 -inch square boom and measuring

ON ANY

TEST RIG
with the PLUG IN

TRANSVERTER
NO WIRING

1111/2 inches long. The multiple drive

VHF section with reflector elements

ADD -A
METER

for both low -band and hi -band assures
high gain and good front -to -back ratio

on the VHF response. The UHF section of the antenna incorporates the

features of a broadband yagi type

TO YOUR RIG
HVM - 3900

$3300
Thousands more
cross references

MONITORS ANODE VOLTS
CONVENIENT MOUNTING
SIMPLE INSTALLATION

ADD -A
FOCUS SUPPLY
SERVICES THE NEW
LOW FOCUS VOLTAGE TV's.

Transistor kit
for foreign sets

ez)

04

Replacement
amplifier modules

array and a corner reflector type array
for flat response and high gain across
the entire range of UHF channels. A

behind -the -set signal splitter is included in each carton. The antenna is
packaged in a colorful red, white and
blue carton.
TOOL KIT

FVS - 3950

bay,.
KCIA 1.00

F.N1 50,0y

;0',

ADJUSTABLE
*SAFETY LIGHT
E -Z HOOK-UP

138

YOKE-CONVERGENCEADAPTOR

duced by Vaco Products Co. This addi-

dard and a stubby type heavy duty
handle with snap -in interchangeable

screw and nut drive blades, reamer
All the help you need
at your authorized distributor

Tube Products Department
General Electric Company
Owensboro, Kentucky 42301

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

and extension, plus two pliers and an
adjustable wrench. The screw driver
blades are 3/16 in. and 1/4 in. slotted
and No. 1 Phillips types. The 12 nut
driver blades range in size from 3/16
to 1/2 in. including three stubby mod-

els. The reamer has a 5 in. body tapered from 1/2 in. in diameter to a point.

The extension blade adds an additional 7 in. of working length to all of
the nut driver and screw driver components. All of the blades will fit into

either the standard or the stubby

handles. The kit also contains a 6 in.
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ele ADAPTORS

Super Kit, No. 99500, a complete
tool kit in a pouch, has been introtion to the Vacombo Kit program offers the convenience of 20 of the most
often used tools in a versatile roll up
pouch. The Super Kit contains a stan-

22"

001

Oft,

FOR

ALL

BRANDS

TV.

FREE
ROSSREF
FE'RE:

. :44:
11:E CHARTS

Street

Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207

wrork-

Name

Street

City

State

Zip

My Supplier is:

SOLD THROUGH DISTRIBUTORS ONLY
_tor more details circle 129 on Reader Service Card

ISN'T IT TIME YOU DID
long needle nose plier with the wire
cutter, a 5 in. diagonal wire cutter and
a 61/4 -in. adjustable wrench. The kit
measures 19% in. wide and 191/2 in.
high. The blue pouch with yellow trim
is made from top grade, durable vinyl.

SOMETHING
TO SHOW YOUR CUSTOMERS
THAT YOU'RE QUALIFIED?

Pockets and dividers are double

stitched. A matching blue dust cover
keeps all components clean.
DIGITAL MULTIMETER

.

139

Simpson Electric Co. announces the
introduction of its all -new, low -profile
31/2 -digit, Model 464 Digital Multime-

.

There's a way you can
without joining an association
without attending meetings
without paying dues.
.

.

.

ter with extra -large 0.43 -inch LED

All you have to do is bone up on your theory a bit and take

high -impact, shock -resistant molded

Then, instead of just saying "John Doe" on your business
card, it will say "John Doe, CET". Just as the MD after a
doctor's name identifies the doctor as being trained and

readout. Housed in an attractive,

case, the instrument features: full
push-button operation-ranges and
functions; low -profile, modern case

design; tilt -and -view, adjustable

handle; 0.2 percent VDC reading accuracy; bi-polar operation and automatic

zero; and built-in rechargeable battery circuit in one version. It measures
all popular electrical parameters in 28

the test to become a Certified Electronic Technician.

competent, so does the CET identify you as being
competent in your profession.

And we'll help you do it. First, we'll supply the study
guide. We've purchased 5,000 copies of H. W. Sams' "The
Study Guide for CET Examinations", by Wilson and Glass

which sells for $5.95. We'll send a copy free, to the first

5,000 technicians that write asking for one. The only
qualification is that you are presently working as a TV
technician. Just write me on your company letterhead, or
if you don't have one, enclose your business card. Be sure
to include your mailing address and zip code.

Second, we'll reimburse you for half the cost of the test,
which is twenty dollars. Well, actually, we'll send you ten
dollars worth of our products, free, when you send us a
copy of your certificate. Fair enough?
ranges; six DC and AC current ranges
to 10 amperes, six resistance ranges to
20 Megohms and five AC and DC volt-

age ranges to 1000 volts. The mul-

timeter is offered in two models,

464A and 464D. The A version, priced

There's just one catch - you must request the Study
Guide by March 1st, 1976 and must take the test by
November 1st, 1976.

Why are we doing this? Simply because the heart of our
business is with the professional technician. Whatever is

at $210, operates at line voltages of

good for his profession is good for us at Tech Spray.

120/240 VAC, 50-400 Hz. The 464D,

Besides, the TV industry has been good to me and I owe it

(complete with internal battery charging circuit), priced at $235.,
permits line -free battery operation in
the field for up to eight hours in addition to full AC line operation without
batteries.
CB TWO-WAY RADIO

140

The E.F. Johnson Co. introduced a
new CB two-way radio, the Messenger
120A, with a selective calling feature

that keeps it completely silent until

one.

Now, we've put up our end How about putting up yours?

TECH

Dick Pavek, President

SPRAY P. 0. Box 949, Amarillo, Texas 79105
makers of BLUE STUFF. BLUE SHOWER. Rx. minus 62 and many other

products for the Professional Technician.

called by another radio equipped with

the correct code tone. The selective
calling system, trademarked "Tone

...for more details circle 128 on Reader Service Card
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Alert", is built-in the radio as a standard feature. The system also helps

prevent missed calls since the

operator does not have to listen to all
calls on the channel. When a call is
made from another radio in the sys-

provide protection in shipping and
handling. Advanced technology
allows precision grinding of the quartz
element.

346 Ways
To Save On

Instruments!
EICO's Test Instruments line
is the industry's most
comprehensive because each
instrument serves a specific
group of professional needs.
You name the requirementfrom a resistance box to a
VTVM, from a signal tracer to
a scope, from a tube tester to
a color TV generator, etc., you
can depend on EICO to give
you the best professional
value. Compare our latest
solid state instruments at your
local EICO Electronics
Distributor, he knows your
needs best-and serves your
requirements with the best
values!

"Build -it -Yourself" and save
up to 50% with our famous
electronic kits.
For latest EICO Catalog on Test
Instruments, Automotive and Hobby
Electronics, Eicocraft Project kits,
Burglar -Fire Alarm Systems and name
of nearest EICO Distributor, check reader

tem, a tone sounds and a red "call"
light illuminates to alert him to the
call. Even if the driver has temporarily left his vehicle, he will be alerted

when he returns because the "call"
light stays illuminated. There are 10
code tones available in the system, resulting in 220 available separate systems in any local area by utilizing the
22 CB channels available for every-

30 years of service to the Professional
Serviceman.
0

EICO

Two professional alarm installer's
tool kits are introduced by Mountain
West Alarm Supply Co. The MW -751

day, non -emergency communications.

Economy Kit is for alarm installers
who already own their basic hand
button selection of up to five channels, tools and provides a low-cost set of

Other features include easy push-

high torque rotary controls for volume
and squelch, and built-in speech compression on transmit for longer range.
The price is $149.95.
MONITOR CRYSTALS

alarm tools and testers. The MW -711
Professional Kit contains tools
selected for the installation and repair

of burglar and fire alarms including
basic tools needed. Both kits come in

141

A precision "Center -Frequency"

Monitor Crystal is introduced by

United States Crystal Corp. The new
quartz crystals are designed for improved reception plus greater stability
and improved adjacent channel rejection. A new blister -pack package is
used to identify the new crystal and to

FREE ALARM CATALOG
Huge selection of burglar 8 fire systems, supplies. Motion detectors, in-

APPLIANCE REPAIR BOOKS
Written in easy.to.understand language by experts with illustrations 8 diagrams Acclaimed by instructors 8 protessoonals How to diagnose 8 repair air conditioners. refrigerators.
vacuum cleaners, ranges. washers, dryers, steam irons portable kitchen appliances, water heaters; plus how in set uP a
shop. using test instruments and more. Only $2.65 to $4.90
each!

SEND FOR FREE DESCRIPTIVE PRICE LIST
C & N, DEPT. ET, 5841 MONTROSE. CHICAGO 60634

...for more details circle 111 on Reader Service Card

FREE CATALOG
HARD -TO -FIND PRECISION TOOLS
Lists more than 2500 items-pliers,
tweezers, wire strippers, vacuum systems,
relay tools, optical equipment, tool kits
and cases. Also includes ten pages of

frared beams; controls, door switches,
bells, sirens. 500 items, 99 pp. packed
with technical details, notes.
(Outside U.S., send $1.00.)

,60(\ mountain west alarm
1ff 4215 n. 16th st., phoenix, az. 85016
...for more details circle 120 on Ranier Service Card
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useful "Tool Tips" to aid in tool selection.

.5misrsEro TOOLS

4117 N. 44th Street, Phoenix, Aria. 85018

...for more details circle 118 on Reader Service Card

[CORNELLJ ELECTRONICS COMPANY
4213 N. UNIVERSITY AVE. SAN DIEGO CALIF. 92105
THE ORIGINAL
HOME OF

Same Low Price
East or West Coast!

* Bargain Tools
* Transistor Tester
* Technician's Library

SPECIAL
OFFER
ON ALL ORDERS

SEND FOR FREE

service card or send 500 for fast first
class mail service.
EICO-283 Malta Street,
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207

ALARM INSTALLER'S TOOL KITS 142

ONE YEAR
GUARANTEE

NEW 48 PAGE

36!

INDIVIDUALLY

COLOR CATALOG

100 TUBES OR MORE
PEI TUBE

LAB TESTED USED

33c
11

...for more details circle 113 on Reader Service Card
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f

I

I

BOXED

5 DAY MONEY
BACK OFFER

* Dumont Picture Tubes

* Diodes-Transistors-Kits
* Tube Cartons

OVER $10.00

25c

PER TUBE
umin
FROM THIS LIST

6AG5
6AU6
6AX4

6CB6
616

6SN7

Your Order FREE if Not Shipped in 24 Hours
...for more details circle 112 on Reader Service Card

attache cases that have a solid wood
frame, mahogany panelling, aluminum partitions, and two removable
pallets to hold more than 60 tools. The
MW -751 Economy Kit contains 15 dif-

INSULATE IT,

ferent hard -to -find alarm specialty
tools such as circuit tester, window foil

brushes and splicing tools, long 18 inch drills, 30,000 Ohms/Volt Multimeter, etc. The MW -711 Professional Kit contains 41 different tools

GREASE IT, BOND IT,

CLEAN IT, MEND IT,

FREEZE IT, OIL IT,
made by leading manufacturers.
There are tools for hardwire sys-

BLAST IT, SPRAY IT,

tems as well as items needed for the

adjustment and servicing of ultrasonic, radar, infrared, CCTV, and
other advanced detectors. Most of the
tools are mounted on two removable

GLUE IT

pallets. The pallets in turn are
mounted in a deluxe attache case.
Please do not send money for items for
which there is a fee. The Reader Service
Card indicates your interest in an item.
The company or organization will bill you
directly.

AND PROTECT IT.
all with one chemical line

TEST INSTRUMENT
REPORT
continued from page 34

Color unit are set-up and instruction manuals, two 70 -degree adap-

ters, two 90 -degree extensions,

one audio extension, six yoke

:SS
k

6 $*

Ok
ONTA(
LEAN

programmer plugs and four convergence ballast plugs. Available
as optional accessories, are adapter kits for the eight most popular
set brands and discrete adapter for

HEI£Air

'RILE

42 more.

The Model CK 3000 Chek-AColor portable color TV test jig
weighs less than 25 lbs. Price is
$297.00.

COMM CHAT
continued from page 32

pair of such defects (and the resul-

tant loss of reputation and sales)
far outweigh any "savings" they
hope to realize by cutting corners

Workman

ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, INC.
Subsidiary of IPM TECHNOLOGY, Inc.
P.O. BOX 3828
SARASOTA, FLORIDA 33578

P.O. BOX 5218
REDWOOD CITY, CALIF. 94063

in design, quality control and final
...tor more details circle 133 on Reader Service Card
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inspection. In the meantime, ser-

You

can study

vicing dealers can help both themselves and the CB manufacturers
by directly reporting chronic cases
of "factory -originated" defects to

FM

of the companys in whose products

the upper management echelons

such defects occur. Often, the

two-way
radio

magnitude and urgency of a problem are "watered down" in an organization simply because of the
"distance" between the people at

at

able enough about the product to
sell it better than a sales clerk but

we are also able and willing to
provide installation, servicing and

the other after -the -sale support
that is essential to establishing
and maintaining a products reputation.M

SERVICING OF SSB
continued from page 31

the operating level and the decision makers and problem solvers
at or near the top of the organiza-

will be suitable for your planned
installation. Of course, for SSB
CB, any standard CB antenna is
tion.
fine. If the unit is to be operated
As I stated before, not all CB only on SSB Suppressed Carrier,
manufacturers are guilty of the your problems are usually much
"boom market -corner cutting" simpler. If the unit is to be opersyndrome I've described. Fortu- ated only in one band (2, 4, 6, 8,
nately for everyone concerned, etc.) in pure SSB, you've got it
most of the "good guys" have been made. But watch that AME.

home!

in the market place too long to
make such mistakes-at least not
to a chronic degree. And equally
pleasing, most of the "good guys"

Standard receiver RF and IF

alignment procedures are fine for
SSB, with one exception: Since the

same IF's and filter circuitry are

recognize the advantages that usually used for both receive and
marketing through a servicing transmit, some compromise tundealer can offer them, on both a

ing might be necessary to achieve

short- and a long-term basis, com-

optimum performance in both

pared to the mass merchandiser.

modes. Follow the manufacturer's

They realize that we servicing data, at least until you develop a
dealers are not only knowledge- better procedure.
MTI offers the only training for

professional FM two-way radio
available. Qualified technicians

the outclasser

are employed in government, in-

dustry, and public service. But
training is your key.
You could cut out a career as

a two-way radio technician by
cutting out this coupon. We'll
send you information on how you

can learn more about this specialized field, at home, for only
$345.

The'

first

learning
more about professional FM twoway radio. Please send me a free
Self -Quiz and Course Outline.
I

am interested

in

31/2 -digit

DVM with true
RMS, circuit-brea e
current overload protection
plus these other outstanding
For convincing proof
features:

Name

Address
City/State/Zip

2,000 -count capacity
Five complete functions, 26 ranges
Large 0.4 -inch 7 -segment LED display

11177

Portable-internal battery option
Simple, clean design utilizing LSI

formerly

MOTOROLA TRAINING
INSTITUTE

Technology assures high reliability.

College Hill. Summerdale, Pennsylvania 17093
M

9

...for more details circle 119 on Reader Service Card
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that the Model 7003 outclasses all other 31/2 -digit

DVM's, call Scientific De-

vices or (for real fast

action) call Chuck Bishop
on the outclasser hotline
(415) 825-7003.

SYSTRON dIEDD DONNER
1 Systron Drive/ Concord, CA 34518
...for more details circle 110 on Reader Service Card

FIELD STRENGTH
continued from puge 28

tem aging and changes in signal
propogation.)
Even if you don't have "as built"

ers of RCA Consumer Electronics
with the impression that their sincere efforts to work with independent servicers have been nullified
by the servicers' obvious, and I be-

WHY PAY FOR DECAY?
STAINLESS STEEL SPUTTERS
STOP CALLBACKS

lieve justified, irritation at the

drawings, the FSM is still a tre- RCA Service Company.
Frankly, I am impressed by the
mendous MATV troubleshooting
tool. First, check inputs and out- cooperative attitude and seemputs of all head -end equipment. If ingly sincere willingness to "do
an amplifier that is supposed to right by servicers" that the relaprovide 40 dB gain actually has tively new group of RCA Con+ 2 dB going in and only + 12 dB

coming out, it is obviously not
operating correctly.
To check a distribution system

sumer Electronics executives and
managers is projecting.
On the other hand, I hope that,
as a result of the October 21 meet-

Maintenance contracts that require
minimum attention are profitable.
RMS Stainless Steel Splitters
eliminate the major problem of
corrosion --that eats away ordinary
splitters-anc your profits. Next
time t..se the CMS "Non-Corrodables"
=2002 two-way, 42003 three-way,
#2004 four-waP, #2008 eight -way
units.

trunkline, start in the middle of ing, the management of RCA Conthe line and check signal output sumer Electronics has a better
levels at each tapoff. Levels will measure of the level of irritation
decrease rapidly as you get nearer
to the tap -off that causes the problem. You can, of course, check out
tapoffs with an ohmmeter, but this

and frustration which some of the
policies and practices of the RCA

faster because you simply plug the

Electronics will use its intracorpo-

Service Company (and all other
manufacturer -owned service
process involves removing wall companies) have caused among
plates and disconnecting all of the independent servicers, regardless
input and output cables. Trouble- of whether or not all of it is jusshooting with an FSM is much tified. Hopefully, RCA Consumer

2,
Systems Equipment

meter into the tap -off output, as rate influence to eliminate or at
least temporize some of the more
shown in Fig. 4.

RMS ELECTRONICS, INC.

If you do antenna or MATV irritating practices of its corporate

50 Antin PIxe, Bronx, N.Y. 10462
Tel. (212) 882-6700

work, a good FSM will pay for it- brother.II

self many times over.

...for more details circle 125 on Reader Service Card

PROFITABLY SPEAKING
continued from page 12

I came away from the meeting
with mixed feelings. On the one
hand, I feel that RCA Consumer
Electronics' announced reason for

holding the panel discussion-to
provide an open forum for mutually beneficial dialogue between it

and independent servicers-was

motivated by a genuine desire to
work with independent servicers.
During the course of the meeting,

various Consumer Electronics

executives and department managers stated that they recognize
the influence which independent
servicers have on the home entertainment electronics market and
the value of having the independent electronic servicers as their
"partners" in the marketing and
after -sale support of their prod-

NEW
J.W. Miller
Coil
Replacement
Guide

The new 108 -page coil re-

placement guide is now
available.

Over 250 brand names for
color and b&w TV, radios
and car radios are contained
in the manufacturers' index.

Some 30,000 individual listings are arranged first in
alphabetical sequence, and
then in numerical sequence
for easy use.

Write for your free copy.

ucts.

Within this context, I came

away hoping that the blast leveled

against RCA Consumer Elec-

tronics by servicers as a result of

BELL INDUSTRIES / J. W. Miller Division
19070 REYES AVENUE P.O. BOX 5825 COMPTON, CALIFORNIA 90224

the RCA Service Company's

policies and practices would not
leave the executives and manag-

...for more details circle 109 on Reader Service Card
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CLASSIFIED
RATES: 40¢ per word: 505E per word Bold Face
Type. Add $3.00 if you wish Box Number. Minimum

$10.00 charge. Classified Display Rate billed
$43.00 per inch, 1 inch minimum. Remittance must
accompany order. Mail ad copy to: Roz Markhouse,
ET/D, 757 3rd Ave., N.Y. 10017.

Business Opportunities

WANTED: FIRST CLASS TECHNICIAN -piece work on VHF/UHF FM two-

way radio. Call or write: International

television -electronics servicing? Own your

own service shop on Florida's east coast.
Busy shop with excellent reputation. Nets
owner -operator over $20,000/year. Only
$9,200 for all. Box 904, Titusville, Fla.
12/75

now open. Details FREE. Aviation

re

Employment Information Service, Box 240
Y, Northport, New York 11768.

building equipment you can
rebuild any picture tube'

For complete deeds send
name address. zop code to

BUSINESS FOR SALE. T.V. Sales &

LAKESIDE INDUSTRIES

3520 W Fullerton Are.
Chicago, III 60647
Phone

Service. Zenith Franchise. For more information contact Harold Schumacker, Box
265, Whittemore, Iowa 50590.
12/75

312-342.3329

Box 127, Hopedale, MA 01747.

1/76

Construction Plans

WORKING FOR PEANUTS? Like

ELECTRONICS/AVIONICS EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES. Report on jobs

OWN YOUR OWN PICTURE
TUBE REBUILDING BUSINESS

digital-$3.95-Electronics/ETD, P.O.

Electronics, 240 Main Street, Orange, N.J.
12/75
07050. 201/674-8899.

32780.

Wath Lakeside Industries

MANUAL -Numerous circuits -Analog/

SURPRISE! SURPRISE! Digital Piano
Tuning Device tunes ALL musical instru-

ments Accurately! Perfectly! Inexpensively! Construction -Instruction Plans
Complete $12.95 Airmailed Postpaid!
Moonlighting quickly repays $40 electronics investment! GREEN BANK SCIENTIFIC, Box 100Y, Green Bank, WVa
24944. 2/76

Convert any transistorized T.V. tuner to a
tuner substituter. Plans $2.00. New accel-

erated Radio & T.V. course, RADIO
TELEVISION TRAINING, Box 279, ET 115, Syracuse, N.Y. 13206.
Catalogs

EXPERT TV Technicians needed to repair

CALIFORNIA BOUND? Established,

and update master antenna systems with

modern TV/Hi-Fi repair shop, near Stanford, available on easy terms. Nets over

new patented method. No previous experience as I will train you the "right way" the
first time. No competition, as you will be
one of a select number directly under my

$20,000 annually. Box 157, Palo Alto, Ca.
94301. (415) 327-5320.
2/76

not shipped in 24 hours. Cornell Electronics 4215-17 University San Diego
California 92105

technical assistance tied together with a

Manuals and Periodicals

WATS telephone. Earning potential? Over

$200.00 per day. Send complete resume
and credit references: Melvin Cohen, Television Broadcast Engineer, May Company
Building, 3651 Prospect Avenue, Riviera
Beach, Fla. 33404. Enclose 130 addressed
12/75
envelope.

TV & RADIO TUBES .36¢ EA!! Send for
free color parts catalog Your order free if

NEW CANADIAN MAGAZINE. "ELECTRONICS WORKSHOP". $5.00 YEARLY.

WHOLESALE -Send for your dealer
catalog to cash in on the CB BOOM. Pictures and prices to start profits rolling in

CB. Write or call; International ElecSAMPLE $1.00. ETCO-C, Box 741 tronics, 240 Main Street, Orange, N.J.
MONTREAL H3C2V2.

201/674-8899.

12/75

send a message...

r-

..:write here.

1. Number of insertions: (circle)
2. Start with (month)
3. Amount enclosed $

1

2

3

6

12

issue (Copy must be in by 1st of month preceding)

PAYMENT MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER WE'LL BILL RATED FIRMS NO AGENCY COMMISSION

NAME

COMPANY

STREET

STATE

CITY

ZIP

MAIL COPY FOR AD(S) TO: ROZ MARKHOUSE, Electronic Technician/Dealer, 757 Third Ave New York, N.Y. 10017

L

-J

RATES: 40¢ per word; 50¢ per word Bold Face Type. Add $3.00 if you wish Box Number.
Minimum $10.00 charge. Classified Display Rate billed $43.00 per inch, 1 inch
minimum.
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"COMPLETE USED PICTURE TUBE
REBUILDING EQUIPMENT" WITH 4

Game for thinkers: Emphasis on what to
think, Challenging: ($3.00) refundable.
Tayo Paul, 980 Greene Ave., Brooklyn,
11221.

H3C 2V2.

LATHE, VERTICAL SEALING MACHINE. CALL AFTER 3 OR WRITE
DETAILS -364-8666-109
FOR

JAPANESE TRANSISTORS-All Trans-

FREE Bargain Catalog. LEDS, IC'S, Re-

70560.

Catalog. West Pacific Electronics, Box

CANADIANS SAVE BIG MONEY!
SURPLUS, CLEAROUTS AND BANK-

RUPTCY INVENTORIES. HIFI AND
PARTS. CATALOGS $1.00. ETCO-D,
ELECTRONICS. Box 741, MONTREAL

POSITION OVEN HORIZONTAL

HANSEL ST., NEW IBERIA, LA.

lays, Ultrasonic Devices, Transistors,
Keyboards, Precision Trimmer Capacitors,
Resistors, Electrolytic Capacitors, Lamps,
Switches, Unique Components. Low, Low
Prices! CHANEY'S, Box 15431, Lakewood,
Colo. 80215

1/76

"Confidential" channels, Send self-

addressed stamped envelope. Dealers
wanted. Communications, Box 56 -ET,
Commack, NY 11725
For Sale

12/75

1/76

ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE. Reconditioned or repairable,
from Aerospace Industry and DOD. $0.50
for catalog. James Walter Test Equipment,
2697 Nickel Street, San Pablo, CA 94806.
8/76

PRESSURE sensitive miniature cable for
burglar alarm systems. Place under carpet
in any contour for intrusion detection or

COLOR TELEPHONES with plug and

Cable Switch Corp. Box 72 -ET. West Long
TF
Branch, N.J. 07764.

Sales, Box 25117 -ET, Richmond VA

secret switching. $4.95 for twenty feet.

jack, all new American made $29.90. Ring-

ers Extra. Latest sytles available, ten colors. Retired Installers Secrets $2. Telectra
23260.

12/75

DDM? Have it calibrated. 21/2 and 31/2 digit

For Sale: Riders Manuals: Set #1 contains
one thru 20 and #22. Set #2 contains books
2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-12-13-14-16-17-18 with an
extra 4-5-6. One set of "SAMS Photo Facts"
in binders one thru 200. Best offer takes all
or a set. Nathan Hizer, 821 N. Waits, Sioux

DDMs. Postcard for details. Xenophonics,
P.O. Box 3126, Annapolis, MD 21403. 1/76
DYNACO-A-R-TRANSISTORS, REPAIR
BOARDS & UNITS, SPEAKER SERVICE.

SEND FOR PRICES AND DETAILS:
BEAR ELECTRONICS -177 -E -HILL -

12,75

CREST ROAD, MT. VERNON, N.Y.

HARD -TO -GET repair supplies for Police

BURGLAR ALARM DIALING UNIT au-

Falls, South Dakota 57104.

Radar. Request free list on letterhead.
ELECTRONIC SPECIALISTS, INC., BOX

122 -ET, NATICK, MASSACHUSETTS
01760. 12/75

istors Original Factory Made. Free

25837, W. Los Angeles, CA 90025.

FOR SALE: Complete Inventory of Parts
and Equipment for small TV or electronics
repair shop. All B/K equipment except for
two pieces. Call or write for more information. Area code 918-835-0998 or 4317 N.
Mingo Road, Lot 77, Tulsa, OK 74116.

HEAR POLICE/FIRE Dispatchers! Catalog shows exclusive official directories of

12/75

10552.

MOVING? BE SURE
TO LET US KNOW
YOUR NEW ADDRESS.

tomatically calls police, $29.95. Easy to
program and easy to install. Free literature. S&S Systems, 5619 St. John, Kansas
12/75
City, Mo. 64123.

MEET OUR Emily

imimilw
Of ShiddEd "black boxEs"
Almost 10 years ago (1966 to be exact) we introduced
our first two series of shielded electronic enclosures.
They became an overnight success. Since then the
demand for different sizes, shapes and applications has
increased our family to eight series of models, each
with a noise rejection greater than 70db.

SOLD ONLY THROUGH ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTORS

Sizes range from 1.50" x 1.13" x 0.88" to 4.13" x 2.68" x

6.0"; in blank versions or with a complete choice of

coaxial connectors; painted or unpainted; with or without printed circuit card guides; with mounting flanges
or bottom mounting plates. All models supplied with
aluminum covers and screws.

POMONA ELECTRONICS

ITT

1500 East Ninth St., Pomona, California 91766 Tel: (714) 623-3463
...for more details circle 121 on Reader Service Card
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Some stores
sell test
equipment
at discount
prices.
At Fordham
we discount
their discount
prices.

READER SERVICE INDEX

2AV2

ADVERTISER'S INDEX

106 American Technology Corp. ..21

109 Bell Industries,
J. W. Miller Div.

49

107 Breaker

1

112 Cornell Electronics

46

113 EICO
Electronic Instruments

46

16-19

114 Electronic Book Club

Complete line of tubes,
tools and electronic supplies

135 Fluke Mfg., John-

FREE CATALOG

134 Fluke Mfg., John demonstration

42
52

informaton

FORDHAM
,,,!,..5! Morris Ave., Bronx, N.Y. 10451

General Electric Co.,
Tube Division

RADIO SUPPLY CO., INC.
Tel: (212) 585-0330

23

23
5

44

117 Heath Co., The

46

119 Motorola Training Institute

48

120 Mountain West
Alarm Supply Co.

46

...Cover 2

121 Pomona Electronics

51

122 Projector -Recorder
Belt Corp.

52

Ready for immediate shipment!
Belts for over 1800 makes and

models of tape recorders, projectors,
dictating machines, video recorders
and our simplified cross
.

.

reference system makes it easy for

you to order. Drive tires, wheels,
phono idlers also listed. On most
items we can ship the same day.
Call or write today for your free

126 Rohn Mfg.

10

127 Sencore, Inc

29

...48

110 Systron-Donner, Concord
128 Tech Spray

45

129 Telematic Div., UXL Corp.

...44

104 Triplett Corp.

Cover 4

136 Triplett Corp.

11

130 TV Tech Specials

52

catalog/cross reference chart.

132 Weston Instruments

PROJECTOR -RECORDER BELT CORP.

133 Workman Electronic

319 Whitewater St., Whitewater,
Wisconsin 53190 414/473-2151

41
6

49

Wahl Clipper Corp.

Products Inc.
Zenith Radio Corp.

...for more details circle 122 on Reader Service Card
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El REP. ZEN. 221-46
O REP. ZEN. 221-62
ID 20 ASST'D SLIDE SWITCHES
0 50 ASST'D CONTROLS
0 4 UHF LOOP ANT.
870% COLOR YOKE
70% COLOR CONY. ASSEMBLY
0 90% COLOR CONY. ASSEMBLY

4 for $5.00
4 for $5.00
$1.00
$2.00
$1.00
$3.50
$1.00
$1.00

COLOR YOKES
$5.25
$5.25
$5.25
$5.25
$5.25
$2.95

O MAG. 361350-2-Y-145
0 MAG. 361350-3-Y-157
O PHILCO 76-14302-4-Y-164
O PHILCO 76-14328-1/2-Y-190
O SILVERTONE 80-59-4E-Y109-DY954C
0 GEN. ELECT. 76X15

COLOR FLYBACKS
O MAG. 361374
PHILCO 32.10079 -1 -FLY 388
SILVERTONE 80 -98 -3 -FLY 359
SILVERTONE 80 -36 -3F -FLY 441
PHILCO 32.10132 -1 -FLY 496
0 4 ASST'D STEREO CART.

$5.95
$5.95
$5.95
$5.95
$2.95
$5.00
$1.69
O MONO TONE ARMS (TURNOVER)
3 for $1.69
0 80 MFD. 450 VOLTS (CANS)
$3.00
0 2-2 SET COUPLERS
0 200 ASST'D (CUT) -RESISTORS
$1.98
$1.98
0 200 ASST'D DISC COND.
$2.59
0 50 WW RESISTORS (ASST'D)
$3.95
50 ASST'D COND. AXIAL
$3.95
11) 50 ASST'D COND. CANS
$3.95
ID 50 ASST'D COND. (TRANS. WORK)

O BLUE LAT. MAG. W/PURITY RING 4 for $5.00
$2.00

PHONO CART. (BULK)

Cover 3

125 RMS Electronics, Inc.

131

$9.95
$4.50

0 10-15KV FOCUS RECTIFIERS

25-1N34A CRYSTAL DIODES

RCA Distributor and Special
Products Division
103 Solid State
123 Test Equipment
124 Test Equipment
DEALERS WANTED

0 100-2.5 Amp 1000 PIV RECT.

43

118 Jensen Tool & Alloys

102 PTS Electronics, Inc.

0

COLOR IC CHIPS

116 Fordham Radio
Supply Co., Inc.

GTE Sylvania,
Consumer Renewal

We've thousands in stock

..46

111 Charous & Niebergall, Inc.

B&K, EICO, RCA, SENCORE
FLUKE, HICKOK, LEADER
and SIMPSON

need belts

...13

108 B & K Division, Dynascan

115 Ford Motor Company

...for more details circle 116 on Reader Service Core

6HA5 5 for $4.80
5 for $3.00
5 for $6.35
5 for $3.95
0 6H05
5 for 11.80
0 6HV5
5 for $5.05
0 3A3
5 for $5.65
0 6JC6
5 for $4.90
0 3AT2
5 for 11.15
D
6JE6
5 for $4.85
0 3GK5
5 for $9.30
0
6JS6
5
for
$4.80
0 3HA5
5 for $5.55
0 6JU8
0 3HM5 5 for $4.80
5 for $6.15
0 6KA8
5 for $5.90
0 5GH8
5 for $7.65
0 6KE8
5 for $5.05
0 6AY3
5 for $6.85
6KT8
5 for $9.35
0 6BK4
6KZ8 5 for $5.15
5 for $4.95
0 6CG3
5 for 10.75
0 6LB6
6CG8 5 for $5.40
5 for 11.15
0 6LQ6
5 for $4.70
0 6CJ3
5 for $3:75
0 8FQ7
0 6DW4 5 for $4.70
5 for $4.50
0
12BY7
5 for $4.95
0 6EA8
0 12GN7 5 for $7.00
5 for $4.80
0 6EH7
5 for $4.50
0 17.1Z8
5 for $4.50
0 6EJ7
5 for $6.00
5 for $3.75
0 6F07
0 33GY7 5 for $8.05
5 for $6.65
0 6G F7
5 for 11.40
D
36MC6
5 for $3.95
0 6GH8
0 38HE7 5 for $9.20
5 for $3.40
0 6GJ7
D 38HK7 5 for $9.00
5 for $5.25
0 6GM6
0 42KN6 5 for $9.15
5 for $5.25
0 6GU7
What is not advertised -write in at 80%
0 1V2

7

....35, 36
47
3

$1.00
$1.00
D BSR TC8S
$1.25
BSR SC5MD-EV5540D
3 for $11.50
0 COLOR CRT BOOST. 70%
3 for $11.95
COLOR CRT BOOST 90%
0 COLOR CRT HARNESS ---25" CRT ..5 for $1.19
10HV ANODE LEADS 40KV SMALL CUP $1.19
ID 6 -UHF TRANS. TUNERS .... (ASST'D) $3.00
O SONOTONE 8-T

ZENITH TUNERS
D 175-1118
0 175-1120
O 175-1122
175-1164
0 WAHL CORDLESS SOLD. IRON
0 WELLER CORDLESS SOLD. IRON

$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$14.95
$14.95

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG
TUBES UP TO 80% OFF

MINIMUM ORDER $35.00
SEND CHECK OR M.O.

TV TECH SPECIALS
P.O. BOX 603
KINGS PARK, L.I., NEW YORK 11754
PHONE 516-269-0805
...for more details circle 130 on Reader Service Card
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For more information on products or services mentioned in this issue,
circle the corresponding numbers below, fill in appropriate information and mail today.
101

102 103 104

105 106 107 108 109

110 111

112 113 114

115 116 117 118 119 120 121

122
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131

132 133 134

135 136 137 138 139 140 141

142 143 144
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172 173 174 175
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Get a FREE BONUS

3 Years $16
with your personal subscription to
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER! 2 Years $12
1 Year $ 7*
Bill Me
Payment Enclosed

YOUR

OWN

*BONUS: With a 2 or 3 year subscription, you receive both TEKFAX 112 and the

PERSONAL
COPY
EVERY
MONTH
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IT!

ELECTRONIC TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDEBOOK free!

If you are subscribing for

1

year,

please indicate your choice of either:
TEKFAX 112

ELECTRONIC TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDEBOOK

PLEASE CHECK BELOW:
1. In the TV, Radio and other consumer products fields, is your firm PRIMARILY a:
(please check most descriptive item)
Industrial electronics service firm
H Retailer with service department
Manufacturer
Service repair firm with some retail
Other (please describe)
Service'Repair firm with no retail
2. Title (please check one)
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Service manager
Owner, manager. buyer. other executive
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TITLE
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STATE

ZIP
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gleries
Fix it with SK.
The RCA quality replacement.
Count on top quality in SK replacement semiconductors. Because they carry the name RCA, a top
manufacturer of OEM devices. Same strict AQL standards, same strict. Director of Quality Assurance. That's
how we protect you from callbacks, so
you can make more profitable use of your
time. RCA's higher -than -ever 410 to 1
replacement ratio will help you save time
too. Your key to fast, easy replacement is
RCA's new 1975 SK Replacement Guide.
Get your copy at the RCA distributor
where you buy SK parts.
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Triplett
310 miniVOM's
fit your hand
and your

wallet...
only $49
The high quality Triplett 310 is a little all-ir-one VOM. This made in
the U.S.A. VOM gets around a lot for half fare. It packs most of the
features you'd expect to find only on a meter twice the size aid price.
It fits in your shirtpocket easily. The small size and its versatility is a
boon to field servicemen as well as circuit designers, technicians.
electrical maintenance engineers, and the price is right for vocationa
and hobbyist use.
A newly designed high impact, drop resistant case makes it practically indestructible ... 20K ohms/volt DC and 5K ohms/volt AC
ranges provide plenty of sensitivity for most applications ... and,
there's diode overload protection with a fused R X 1 ohm range. The
single range selector switch is a real time saver for reading 0 - 1200
DC or AC volts, 0 - 20 megohms, and 0 - 600 micro -amps or 0 - 600
milliamps at 250 millivolts.
Comes complete with 42" leads, alligator clips, batteries and instruction manual. Accessories triple the versatility of a 310. Adding the
Model 10 clamp -on ammeter allows you to measure AC currents
easily with one hand.
Visit your local distributor or Mod Center and shake hands with a
real bargain.
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